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PREFACE

This technical report is based upon the dissertation of Dorothy Lois
Jones . The examining committee consisted of Professors C. W. Harris,
(chairman), H. J. Klausmeier, R. E. Davidson, T. A. Cleary and H. J.
Keisler.

One major program of the Wisconsin R and D Center for Cognitive
Learning is Program 1 which is concerned with fundamental conditions
and processes of learning. This program consists of laboratory-type
research projects , each independently concentrating on certain basic
organismic or situational determinants of cognitive learning, but all
united in the task of providing knowledge which can be effectively utilized
in the construction of instructional systems for tomorrow's schools.

Of critical importance to the field of human learning is the area of
concept learning, an area which enjoys vigorous experimentation most of

which is designed primarily to reveal task or situational determinants of

performance. Miss Jones continues these empirical investigations by
analyzing the performance of college women on a concept learning task.
The results of elaborate factor analyses permit Miss Jones to make signifi-
cant statements concerning specific cognitive abilities rAlated to this type
of learning, including relative differences in the cognitive abilities of

learners and nonlearners.

Harold J. Fletcher
Director, Program 1
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the investigation was to examine in the laboratory the
type of learning commonly found in the school situationthe formalized
acquisition of concepts. A verbal concept-learning task suitable for college
students was devised which permitted the externalizing and quantifying of
behavior at six points in the learning process. A pilot study evaluated the
effects of four experimental conditions on learning; one of these conditions
described as "postulates removed, no feedback" was employed in the factor-
analytic study. The learning task and sixteen nonarbitrarily selected ability
tests purporting to measure reasoning, memory, and verbal factors were
administered to 102 college females. Data for the total group were analyzed
by both alpha factor analysis and incomplete image analysis . Alpha factor
analyses were also reported for two subgroups , achievers and nonachievers .
Six alpha and twelve image factors were extracted and orthogonally rotated
in the total population analyses, seven alpha factors in each subgroup
analysis. Four areas of cognitive ability were associated with mathematically
deduced factors in all analyses. These abilities were identified as meaningful
memory, multiple discrimination, a classifying or categorizing ability, and
verbal comprehension. Reasoning factors were less clearly defined and test
alignments on isolated factors (in the total group, achiever, and nonachiever
analyses) differed. Two major conclusions of the study were: (1) that the
psychological constructs underlying the learning task are an ability to make
multiple discriminations and an ability to respond to stimulus items as repre-
sentatives of a class rather than as individual entities; and (2) that the pattern
of loadings on each task factor is evidence of an occurrence of learning; the
type of learning is specific to the learning-task and the abilities isolated by it.

ix



THE PROBLEM AND RELATED RESEARCH

THE PROBLEM

A paramount goal of educators is the improve-
ment of instruction. Such enhancement is often
determined by evaluating effects of varied in-
structional methods in controlled experiments.
That method A is significantly superior to B and
C is a statistically derived statement; it may
be that A reflects the best application and ex-
ploitation of the subjects' acquired or trained
intellectual aptitudes. The more fundamental
problem would seem to be the identification of
those intellectual skills which are related to
efficient learning. The next step would be to
develop the students' level of proficiency with
respect to these intellectual skills (if it be
possible to train for such skills). Under these
circumstances the statistically derived state-
ment that "method A is significantly superior
to B and C" implies a "true best" since the
dependent measures obtained on Ss (subjects)
which determined A's superiority reflect effi-
ciency in learning. With these ideas in mind
and assuming that "school-type" learning is
predominantly conceptual in nature, the most
rudimentary question, which is the major con-
cern of this study, is; What intellectual abili-
ties are related to conceptual learning?

In the middle 1930's researchers (Perl, 1934;
Edgerton and Valentine, 1935; Woodrow, 1938)
began examining the changes in the factorial
structures of test and/or task variables mea-
sured at successive stages of practice to as-
certain whether or not there was an univocal
factor suggestive of an "ability to learn" or an
"ability to improve with practice." Although
patterns in loadings exhibited in the extracted
factors of intercorrelation matrices of practice
variables were first observed by Per1,1 Woodrow
(1939a) specified that, for any practice matrix,

...as practice proceeds, the first factor
loadings progressively decrease and the
second factor loadings progressively in-

crease....The two factors (which may be
complex) are not necessarily the same, as
Perl assumed, in tne case of different prac-
tice tests [p. 460].

Understanding the structural principle under-
lying an arbitrary practice matrix (i.e. , factor
analytic reduction to at least two factors)
gives meaning to Woodrow's (1939a) comment:

...if by learning ability is meant the ability
to improve one's score with practice, begin-
ning with whatever might happen to be one's
initial score, then certainly there is no
general learning factor [p. 457].

If investigative interests were bent toward iso-
lating a general ability to learn, factor analyz-
ing practice matrices would be fruitless. Em-
ploying methods which compactly express
overall learning performance within one score
has been recommended as a way to avoid the
multiple task factors. Woodrow (1939a, 1946),
Thurstone (1919), and Gulliksen (1934) sug-
gested fitting learning curves to the data and
computing learning parameters (e.g. , the
maximum slope of the curve representing rate
of learning) as measures for factor analyzing.
Both Stake (1961) and Allison (1960) have used
this approach.

The aim of this study, however, was not
the isolation of an unique "ability to learn"
but the establishment of observable evidence

1 Perl (1934) first described what is now termed
a practice matrix: "The intercorrelations of
scores on these different trials of the same
task were computed, and we found that for
each test they tended to be arranged in a hier-
archy; i.e. , the jst trial correlated, higher
with the 3rd than it did with the 6th trial, it
correlated higher with the 6th than the 12th,
and so on. The nearer together in the series
trials fall, the higher the intercorrelations of
score on these trials [p. 210]."
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(in the form of ability test loadings) which
would permit attaching "surplus" meaning to
the two or more mathematically deduced task
factors defined by measures taken on a particu-
lar learning task for a particular population at
a sufficient number of practice points. In this
study a factor is a principle of classification,
a resultant of the reorganization of the con-
comitant variation of an empirical set of data.
Interpretation of factors as hypothetical con-
structs 2 is not to be confused with the mathe-
matical model representing the data. The latter
is a tool which not only helps establish the
former by confirming (or disconfirming) an ex-
perimenter's presumptions but also generates
hypotheses for future research. Factor analy-
sis , as employed in this investigation, is con-
cerned with construct validation.3

In this study, an intellectual ability has the
status of a hypothetical construct. Although
the term "intellectual abilities" is used freely
with respect to "factors ," the above distinction
is to be understood.

Specific Statement of the Problem

Measures at six points (or stages) of a
specially devised concept-learning task for
college students were factor analyzed along

2A hypothetical construct implies an entity not
directly reducible to the observable and that to
which "surplus meaning" has been attached
(MacCorquodale and Meehl, 1948). Accord-
ingly, empirical data and laws are necessary
but not sufficient conditions for establishing
or confirming a hypothetical construct. An
intervening variable, on the other hand, sum-
marizes observable objects or events in the
form of an empirical law. No surplus meaning
is implied; it is directly reducible to observa-
bles and empirical laws. A factor as a classi-
fication is best denoted as an intervening vari-
able, with surplus meaning attached, a hypo-
thetical construct. More realistically, when
reference is made to "the third factor" or "the
factor which loads substantially on the task
variables ," an intervening variable is speci-
fied; when reference is to a "memory factor"
or "induction factor" a hypothetical construct
is implied.

3The Standards for Educational and Psychological
Tests and Manuals states: "Construct validity
is evaluated by investigating what quantities a
test measures, i.e. , by determining the degree
to which certain explanatory concepts or con-
structs account for performance on the test
[1966, p. 13]."

2

with scores on sixteen nonarbitrarily selected
ability tests primarily to answer ( or, at least,
guide direction to an answer for) the question;4
What hypothetical constructs account for the
variance in performance on the =.t-g.learnin
task?

Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the investigation were:

A. The task
1. To devise a task that parallels in the

laboratory the type of concept learning
most prevalent in the school situation,
i.e. , the formal acquisition of second-
level concepts .5

2. To administer the task in a manner which
permits the externalizing and quantifying
of behavior at selected points in the
learning process.

B. The factor analysis
1. To isolate and identify intellectual abili-

ties associated with or dissociated from
successful performance on a concept
learning task.

2. To compare the factorial structure of the
laboratory task at successive stages of
proficiency.

3. To examine and compare the results of
separate analyses corresponding to two
subgroups of the total population.6

4Cronbach and Meehl (1955, p. 282) cite the
question with the word "hypothetical" deleted.
They refer to a construct as "some postulated
attribute of people, assumed to be reflected in
test performance [p. 283]. "

5By "second-level concepts" is meant concepts
which have other concepts as their denotation
as contrasted with first-level concepts which
have objects as referents . Frege (1960, p. 50)
is more specific: "Second-level concepts ,
which concepts fall under, are essentially dif-
ferent from first-level concepts , which objects
fall under. The relation of an object to a first-
level concept that it falls under is different
from the (admittedly similar) relation of a first-
level to a second-level concept. (To do justice
at once to the distinction and to the similarity
we might perhaps say: An object falls under a
first-level concept; a concept falls within a
second-level concept). The distinction of con-
cept and object thus still holds , with all its
sharpness."

6The total population was dichotomized at the
median score of the final stage of the task.



THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Definitions

For this study, the term "learning" has the
status of an intervening variable (Note 2).
Couched in SR terminology, the word functions
as a label for "the relationship between a set
of stimulus conditions (repeated presentation
of stimulus material) and a set of response
conditions (the acquired behaviors) [Staats and
Staats , 1964, p. 21]." Staats schematized the
relationship as follows:

Learning
Practice Change in

(Repeated Trials) behavior

Inherent in the operational definition is the
relative permanence of behavioral change which
eliminates behavioral modifications due to
motivation or fatigue. Maturational changes
are excluded by identifying conditions (repe-
tition, practice, experience) for learning.

Gagne (19 65) identified "types" of learning
according to conditions which determine the
occurrences of learning. Two types are par-
ticularly relevant to this investigation (and to
school learning):

Multiple discrimination learningthe
individual becomes capable of making dif-
ferent responses to the different members
of a particular collection.

Concept learningthe learner becomes
able to respond in a single way to the col-
lection as a class , which then extends be-
yond the particular members that were origi-
nally present [p. 11 4].

Rationale for the Experimentally Sampled Behavior

Typically, in the school situation (primarily
high schools and colleges), S receives a defini-
tion or description of an entity. His capability
of either correctly employing the concept when
used denotatively7 or correctly categorizing in-
stances and noninstances indicates whether he
does or does not "have" the concept. The latter
categorizing behavior, commonly studied in the
laboratory, is not an infrequent occurence in
formalized or school-type learning. For exam-

7The idea of using a concept denotatively is
drawn from B. Russell (1937). For example,
the statement, "An integer is either odd or
even," is not about the concept of "integer";
instead the concept represented by the word
"integer" is used to denote "entities" which
are either odd or even.

ple, in mathematics, S categorizes objective
stimuli as positive or negative instances of
the concept of "function" according to defining
attributes given by the teacher. In English,
S displays his acquisition of the concept of
"pronoun" by his categorizing behavior which
in turn is determined by defining character-
istics presented to him. Repeatedly, in the
school situation, the rules of the game are
given to S; he demonstrates his understanding
via publicly observable behavior.

The task employed in this study, however,
did not sample behavior customarily observed
by the teacher or experimenter. Although at-
tempting to parallel school learning, the task
was primarily aimed at "slowing down," ex-
ternolizing and quantifying S's covert behavior
within a defined "interval of learning."

The Domain of Definition of the Task

Consider the hypothetical learning curve
displayed in Figure 1. Two intervals on the
X-axis have been indicated. Let (X0, Xp) be
the open interval where each Xi, i = 1, 2, ,

n, n < p, represents a trial or stage at which
S is given new information about the concept.
Let [Xto, Xc] be the closed interval representing
stages of learning where no new information is
presented; S continues to assimilate (process
information and'overtly shows "improvement
with practice." The endpoint Xc indicates that
point or stage where the criterion of perform-
ance defined by the experimenter was met.

The portion of the total behavior pattern
explored in the study falls in the interval (X0,
Xv]. The laboratory task measured S's cate-
gorizing behavior at six stages; five were
sampled from the interval (Xo, Xp) , the sixth
was Xp .

It should be clear why no informative feed-
back was provided.8 As S normally processes
information gleaned from a definition or des-
cription, there is no externally applied feed-
back.

Structure-of-Intellect,Model

Guilford's structure-of-intellect (SI) model
provided theoretical framework for selecting
ability tests. The model in tts present formu-
lation (Guilford and Merrifield, 1960) espouses
1 20 separate intellectual abilities defined with-
in a three-dimensional system, the latter iden-
tified as contents, operations , and products .
Information is defined as "that which the

8In the pilot study, however, effects of feed-
back were studied (Chapter III).

3



Total
number of
errors

Trials or stages of learning

Figure 1. Hypothetical Learning Curve

organism discriminates." The following defi-
nitions describe the model (Guilford and
Merrifield , 1960, p. 5):

Operations: Major kinds of intellectual
activities or processes: things that the orga-
nism does with the raw materials of information.
Cognition: Discovery, awareness, rediscovery,
or recognition of information in various forms;
comprehension or understanding.
Memory: Retention of information in any form.
Divergent production: Generation of informa-
tion from given information, where the empha-
sis is upon variety of output from the same
source.
Convergent production: Generation of informa-
tion from given information, where the empha-
sis is upon achieving unique or conventially
accepted or best outcomes.
Evaluation: Reaching decisions or making
judgments concerning the goodness (correct-
ness, suitability, adequacy, desirability) of
information in terms of criteria of identity,
consistency, and goal satisfaction.

Contents: General varieties of information.
Figural content: Information in concrete form,
as perceived or as recalled in the form of im-
ages. The term "figural" implies some degree
of organization or structuring.
Symbolic content: Information in the form of
signs , having no significance in and of them-
selves , such as letters, numbers, musical
notations, etc.
Semantic content: Information in the form of
meanings to which words commonly become
attached, hence most notable in verbal think-.
ing; involved in doing verbal tests, where the
things signified by words must be known.

4

Behavioral content: Information, essentially
non-verbal, involved in human interactions ,
where awareness of the attitudes , needs, de-
sires , intentions ,-thoughts , etc. of other per-
-sons and of ourselves is important.

Products: Results from the organism's pro-
cessing of information.
Units: Relatively segregated or circumscribed
items of information having "thing" character.
Classes: Aggregates of items of information
grouped because of their common properties.
Relations: Recognized connections between
units of information based upon variables that
apply to them.
Systems: Organized or structured aggregates
of items of information; complexes of interre-
lated or interacting parts.
Transformations: Changes in existing or known
information or in its use, as in production.
Implications: Extrapolations of information,
in the form of expectancies , predictions, ante-
cedents, and consequents .

Guilford's concrete representation of the SI
model as a rectangular prism appears in Figure
2. Each of the 120 intellectual abilities occu-
pies a unique cell in the rectangular solid and
is denoted by a trigram symbol; e.g. , CPU
represents cognition of figural units (see Fig-
ure 2 for letter designations).

RELATED RESEARCH

Factor-Analytic Studies Involving "Practice" Variables

Exploration of the relationship between
measurds of learning over practice series was
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Figure 2. Geometrical Representation of the Structure-of-Intellect Model

first reported by Ruth Perl (1934). Thurstone's
multiple factor method was used to examine the
factorial structure of four different tasks at five
practice stages selected from twenty trials.
The first of two factors extracted was interpre-
ted as "something like 'proximity" reflecting
the hierarchical arrangement typical of a prac-
tice matrix. Loadings increased with succes-
sive trials to a maximum point and then dropped.
The second factor loadings likewise displayed
a hierarchy and were thought to indicate the
learning that took place over the practice
series.

Edgerton and Valentine (1935) also applying
Thurstone's factor analytic technique isolated
three factors explanatory of the underlying
structure of the intercorrelations of time series
for ten successive trials on mirror drawing.

Woodrow (1938) factor-analyzed initial,
final, and gain scores of seven performance
tests practiced by 56 subjects for 39 days to-
gether with scores on "end-tests" (tests given
either before or after practice). Marked changes
in the factor loadings of the seven performance
tests over practice and absence of such changes
for end-tests given before and after practice
were reported. Although "no sign of any gen-
eral improvement factor" appeared, several

factors did load on more than one practice test
with respect to gain score. Woodrow (1939a)
identified and discussed problems associated
with practice: (1) the existence of a general
ability to learn, (2) what abilities are increas-
ingly sampled as the result of practice, (3) the
relationship between the observed factorial
change and improvement in task performance
with practice. In another study, Woodrow
(1939b) failed to isolate any factor common to
gain scores which would be indicative of a
general ability to improve with practice. With
respect to practice, Woodrow (1946, pp. 148-
149) generalized:

Improvement with practice correlates
importantly with group-factors, that is ,

relatively narrow abilities , and also with
specific factors.

Even the group-factors involved in learn-
ing are not unique to learning but consist
of abilities which can be measured by tests
given but once.

Greene (1943) factor analyzed separately
data collected on the first and fourth trials of
six motor tests and six nonverbal tests given
four times. He suggested that the change in
a test's factorial structure might indicate some

5



thing other than error associated with the low-
ering of reliabilities on retesting.

Fleishman (1953) began the first in a series
of factor analyses designed to explore and des-
cribe the organization of abilities associated
with psychomotor learning at different stages
of practice.

Fleishman and Hempel (1954) factor analyzed
the intercorrelation matrix of scores for 197 air-
men at eight stages of practice on the Complex
Coordination Test together with scores on
eighteen reference tests. Using Thurstone's
centroid method of factor analysis , ten factors
(nine interpretable) were extracted. Results
indicated that as practice increased, the fac-
torial structure of the Complex Coordination
Test became less complex; the "nature" of the
factors contributing variance at early and late
stages of practice likewise showed a shift.
"By the final stage of practice, the non-motor
factors account for only 10.5 per cent of the
variance while the motor factors now account
for 74.5 per cent [page 247]."

The results of a similarly designed study
(Fleishman and Herhpel, 1955) employing a dif-
ferent psychomotor practice task confirmed the
earlier findings of systematic change in a test's
factorial structure over practice. This task ,

however, did not exhibit a factorial pattern of
decreasing complexity but "there was an in-
crease in the contribution of a factor common
only to the practice task [p. 312]."

Fleishman (1957a) carried out two indepen-
dent factor analyses on seven psychomotor
tasks and eight reference tests. Both analyses
employed measures taken at four practice stages
of the Complex Coordination Task and scores
on the eight reference tests. Early versus late
stage scores for the remaining six psychomotor
tasks discriminated between the two analyses.
Results indicated identification of the same
eight factors in both analyses and no appear-
ance of new factors upon substitution of more
proficient measures (in Analysis 2). The author
stated, "The question was one of 'degree of
involvement' of particular factors already iden-
tified [p. 270]." The "within-task" factor (the
factor specific to practice on the Complex
Coordination Task) appeared in both analyses
and showed the typical pattern of increased
loadings with practice.

Later studies (Fleishman, 1958, 1960) con-
tinued the same line of research but varied the
type of psychomotor task analyzed over practice
stages. In a study exploring the relationship
of certain abilities and task difficulty, Fleish-
man's (1957b) comment "As a corollary of these
findings , the results suggest that subjects of
varying ability levels may solve the same task

6

by using different processes [p. 531]" is rele-
vant to results reported in Chapter IV.

Recently reported investigations (Bunderson,
1967; Dunham, Guilford, and Hoepfner, 1966)
have examined performance on learning tasks
at successive stages of practice with respect
to carefully selected intellectual abilities;
these studies are discussed in the next section.

Factor-Analytic Studies Involving Learning Tasks

Two of the earliest factor-analytic studies
which specifically named a factor "concept
formation" were Adkins alai Lyerly (1952) and
Corter (1952). Both studies , however, pri-
marily investigated reasoning abilities, the
Adkins and Lyerly study using 200 adult sub-
jects, the Corter study, 100 high school stu-
dents.

Matin and Adkins (1954) reported a second-
order factor analysis of the 13 interpretable
factors extracted in the Adkins and Lyerly
study. Six second-order factors appeared.
M' , the concept formation factor of the original
study, was described as the "ability to formu-
late abstract or precise verbal concepts."
Three tests (whose titles adequately suggest
task requirements) identifying the factor were
Picture-Group Naming, Word-Group Naming,
and Verbal Analogies. Factor 1, a second-
order factor, was "Precision in Formation and
Use of Verbal Concepts." It loaded substan-

Itially and positively on both Concept Formation
and Verbal Relations and negatively on Percep-
tual Speed. Two comments were noteworthy:
firstly, several tests of Verbal Relations
stressed the perception and manipulation of
the verbal relations rather than understanding
the meanings of "high-level" vocabulary; sec-
ondly, a suggested interpretation of bipolarity
was that subjects might be employing "alter-
native or even antagonistic processes" in test
performance. The first comment has relevance
to the type of analogies.tests used in this in-
vestigation, one representing Guilford's MMR
factor, the other, EMR.

The Corter (1952) study analyzed scores on
five subtests of the Science Research Associates
version of the Primary Mental Abilities Test and
sixteen individually administered tests. One
of the seven interpreted factors was "weakly
identified" as a concept ability. The author
stated, "It apparently involves the ability to
recognize essential similarities, to abstract
and to generalize, to think inductively [p. 28]."

Stake (1961) studied individual differences
among learners (240 seventh graders) to ascer-
tain whether there was a general ability to
learn or whether there were multiple learning



abilities specific to types of task. Twelve
"short-term" learning tasks were specially
devised to parallel scholastic-type learning
situations Half of the tasks were of the rote-
memory type; the other required the child to
discover relationships. Word Groups was the
only task requiring categorizing behavior; cards
bearing four words each had to be placed in
one of four boxes. The experimenter indicated
the correct box if the child erred.

A hyperbolic learning curve was fitted to
scores taken at successive stages of practice
for .each person for each task. .Three parame-
ters were used to define task performance.
Two of these calculated from the learning curve
were the asymptote (total errors for perfect
learning) and the curvature (the minimum dis-
tance from the intersection- of asymptotes to
the hyperbole). The third parameter employed
was the standard error of fit (a goodness-of-fit
or parameter of performance).

A total of 72 variables (learning tasks, abil-
ity tests, achievement tests , intelligence test,
race, and course marks) were factor analyzed
by Thurstone's multiple group method.and the
results rotated obliquely to approach simple
structure. rotr of the extracted factors were
identified as learning factors. Two were re-
lated to learning tasks described as memory
type; the third, to tasks requiring use of num-
bers; the fourth was loaded on the goodness-
of-fit parameter for four of the tasks. The
last factor was interpreted as a concentration
factor. Results supported the hypotheses that
there is no unitary ability to learn and that
learning ability can be specific to type of task.
Na factors were isolated which differentiated
rote learning performance from relational learn-
ing performance. Other findings indicated that
learning-curve parameters did correlate signifi-
cantly with intelligence, aptitude, and achieve-
ment measures whereas the correlation between
the marks factor and the learning factors was
negligible.

Allison (1960) also employed the "fitted
learning curve" technique to derive,learning
measures suitable for subsequent task analysis.
Thirteen learning tasks, 34 reference tests ,
and three intelligence tests were administered
to 315 adults. Included in the groups of learn-
ing tasks (hypothesized as representing con-
ceptual, rote, and memory learning) were four
concept formation tasks. These tasks required
S to assign a letter (A, B, C or D) to presented
sets of four words of four figures. Immediate
feedback was provided.

Twenty-eight learning measures obtained
from the 13 learning tasks were factor-analyzed
by application of the principal component algo-
rithm to the intercorrelation matrix with com-

munality estimates as diagonal elements.
Seven of the 12 extracted and rotated factors
were interpreted as follows: verbal conceptual
learning, spatial conceptual learning, mechani-
cal-motor learning, three rote-learning factors
(two defined by the rate arid curvature parame-
ters independent of content and one defined by
the rate parameter but specific to spatial tasks),
early versus late learning. The author con-
cluded that

learning, within the limits of this investi-
gation, was not a unitary trait or ability
but contained several factors or abilities
which were dependent upon the psychologi-
cal process involved in the learning task
and the content of the material to be learned
[p. 89].

An interbattery factor analysis (Tucker, 1958)
yielded seven factors common to the set of
learning-curve measures and the reference-
test battery. After rotation four factors repre-
sented by learning parameters corresponded
satisfactorily with four reference-test inter-
battery factors . They were interpreted as a
conceptual process factor, rote process factor,
mechanical factor, and a psychomotor coordi-
nation factor.

Duncanson (1966) reported another investi-
gation of interrelationships of learning measures
and ability scores. Nine different tasks , sys-
tematically evolved by combining each of the
three types of material (verbal, numerical, and
figural) with each of three types of task (con-
cept formation, paired associates, and rote
memory), were administered to 102 sixth-grade
children. Concept formation tasks were pat-
terned after the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task
(Berg, 1948). Individualized raw scores ob-
tained over stages of practice for every task
were converted into a set of learning measures
assumed to describe an individual's learning
performance by a method developed by Tucker
(1960). For a given task, there were as many
derived learning measures as there were "sig-
nificant" characteristic roots (and vectors) of
the crossproduct matrix formed from the raw
s-cores matrix. Factor scores (on the unrotated
factors) were computed for each person. The
derived learning measures for all tasks were
factor analyzed along with scores on 15 ability
tests , one intelligence test, and six achieve-
ment tests. Seven factors were extracted and
rotated to an equamax solution. One factor,
a speed factor, was unrelated to task variables.
Three other factors interpreted as ability factors
(verbal, reasoning, and rote memory) loaded
substantially on task variables permitting the
conclusion that learning is related to measured
abilities. The remaining three factors were
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restricted to task variables and were interpreted
as a concept formation factor, a verbal learning
factor, and a nonverbal learning factor. Results
indicated that the concept formation task used
in the study did not exhibit interrelationships
with the abilities measured as did the paired-
associates and rote memory tasks. The author
commented, "Whether the lack of interrelation-
ships lies in the battery of ability tests or in
the specially devised learning tasks or both
remains at present a puzzle [p. 228]."

Lemke (1965) investigated the relationships
among 18 conceptual learning measures and
scores on 17 selected ability tests. An under-
lying motive of the study was to isolate and
identify variables suitable for blocking purposes
in experiments involving strategies of learning.
Two concept-attainment tasks and an informa-
tion processing task (Tagatz, 1963) administered
to 94 female college students provided the 18
learning measures. All tasks used figural
"dimensionalized" stimulus materials patterned
after the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task. Variant
I of the concept attainment tasks exemplified
the Bruner et al. (1956) F lection paradigm;
Variant II (reception mode-1) presented a mini-
mally sufficient set of cards simultaneously to
S for concept determination. The information
processing task required S to specify the in-
clusion, exclusion, or indeterminateness of a
given card in accordance with simultaneously
presented exemplars and/or nonexemplars .
Learning measures obtained from two Variant I
problems were time-to-criterion, number of
cards-to-criterion, and an index of manifested
information (defined as "that amount of infor-
mation manifested in the first hypothesis from
that potentially obtained [p. 6]"). Four recep-
tion-type concept attainment problems yielded
time-to-criterion scores. Number-correct
scores measured performance on eight subtests
of the information processing task. Ability test
selection was based on the following eight psy-
chological factors hypothesized as "underlying
the concept attainment and information proces-
sing tasks": Verbal Comprehension, General
Reasoning, Induction, Deduction, Rote Memory,
Span Memory, Perceptual Speed, and Spatial
Scanning.

Both incomplete image and alpha solutions
were reported by Lemke. Only the alpha results
(rotated obliquely with the Harris-Kaiser analy-
tic criterion) are summarized here. The twelve
extracted and interpreted factors included all
hypothesized factors except Perceptual Speed.
The remaining five factors were identified as
Information Proces sing (Negative-Affirmative
Decisions), Selection I (Concept 2), Presented
Information, Selection II (Concept 1), and In-
formation Processing (Can't Tell).
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The matrix of factor intercorrelations indi-
cated that the General Reasoning and Induction
factors were correlated with all five task fac-
tors. Coefficients were low but consistent ,
ranging from .22 to .46. The Verbal Compre-
hension factor showed two correlations with
task variables in that range.

Tagatz, Lemke, and Meinke (1966) studied
the relationship between concept learning in
the laboratory and achievement in selected
curricular areas for a population composed of
seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade students.
The same set of figural dimensionalized stimu-
lus cards as described above was employed.
S was required to solve four concept attainment
problems involving only two concepts; each
concept was to be deduced from two different
stimulus card presentations. One case dis-
played only positive instances of the concept;
the other showed an exemplar focus card along
with three nonexemplars . The process yielded
four time-to-criterion scores. Two groupings
of the same information processing task (Tagatz,
1963) scores dictated two separate factor analy-
ses. In the first analysis the 30 item-responses
within each of two subtests were grouped ac-
cording to type of stimulus card presentation.
i.e. , exemplars or nonexemplars. This approach
accounted for four task variables . The second
analysis employed scores obtained by grouping
test items (for each of two subtests varying in
complexity) according to response options (yes,
no, or can't tell) , determining a total of six
different task variables. Scores on 16 achieve-
ment tests representing five curricular areas
(mathematics, reading, social studies, sci-
ence, and spelling) were included in both
analyses. Measures on four concept attain-
ment problems were only included in the first
analysis .

Comparison of an alpha solution (rotated
obliquely by the Harris-Kaiser method) for each
battery showed interesting results. Four fac-
tors were extracted from the first intercorrela-
tion matrix: a gerieral achievement factor load-
ing highest on the language arts tests , lowest
on mathematics tests; an information proces-
sing factor showing loadings on the four task
variables described in the preceding paragraph;
and two concept attainment factors related to
the four concept attainment problems. The
intercairelation matrix showed the general
achievement factor correlating .60 with the
information processing factor and .54 with one
of the concept attainment factors. The second
analysis , which did not include the four con-
cept attainment measures and which interpreted
the information processing task as six response-
option variables, produced three factors: a
language arts factor, a bipolar information



processing factor .(response option "No" for
Subtests 1 and 2 loaded negatively and response
option "Can't Tell" for both subtests loaded
positively), and a factor loading heavily on
both information processing variables and
arithmetic (reasoning- and application-type)
tests. The last factor and the language arts
factor correlated .73. The authors attributed
the change in factor structure to "the similari-
ties in the convergent reasoning common to
mathematics achievement and Information Pro-
cessing Tests arranged by response option.
Inductive reasoning was required by these two
types of tests ... [pp. 74-75]." This relation-
ship supported Lemke's (1965) findings con-
cerning relationship between concept atainment
and inductive reasoning.

Incomplete image solutions likewise sup-
ported the conclusion that successful perform-

ance on concept attainment and information
processing tasks is related to success in cur-
ricular areas.

Manley (1965) investigated individual dif-
ferences common to three different concept
attainment tasks and 16 ability tests for a popu-
lation of 119 ninth-grade boys and two subpopu-
lations , c6ncept solvers and nonsolvers The

three concept attainment tasks employed were
Goldstein's tasks (Goldstein and palef, 1965),

Allisori's task (1960), and a card sorting task
patterned after the New York University Card
Sorting test (Kend ler and D'Amato, 1955).
Learning measures analyzed were total errors
for Allison's task and total errors with respect
to a criterion of 20 consecutive, correct trials
for the Goldstein and Card Sort tasks.

Both learning measures and ability test
scores were factor analyzed together for each
of the three groups of Ss. Eleven factors were
extracted and rotated to an equamax solution.
Five factors were isolated by ability tests and

interpreted as numerical ability, reasoning,
verbal ability, memory, and selective atten-
tion. The largest loadings identified two fac-
tors not clearly defined, namely general rea-
soning and syllogistic reasoning. Three factors
loaded on both ability tests and concept attain-
ment tasks. Concept Attainment A was isolated
by Allison's four concept attainment problems
and described as a verbal concept attainment
factor; deductive reasoning tests showed weak
loadings (ranging from .19 to .35 in the three
groups of Ss) on this factor. Concept Attain-
ment B was specific to the Card Sort tasks for
solvers but showed additional substantial load-
ings on an induction test for the total population
and nonsolvers. Concept Attainment C was
primarily defined by the Goldstein tasks . The

remaining factor was iriterpreted as order of
presentation of concept tasks. It was concluded

that there are few communalities existing
among tasks employed in the study, that non-
solvers use abillt"gs in attempting to solve
concept attainment tasks that solvers do not
use, and that relations do exist between cer-
tain concept attainment and reference test
abilities .

A recent report from the Guilford laboratory
(Dunham et al. , 1966)9 empirically verified
hypothesized factors associated with "classes"
in the SI model. Additionally, three concept
learning tasks employing three types of con-
tent (figural, symbolic, semantic) were included
in the ability test battery. All three tasks re-
qUired S to assign one of four letters to 96
successively presented stimuli. Immediate
feedback (the correct answer) followed each
response. Three types of learning measures
were analyzed: stage scores , verbalization
scores , and mastery scores. A stage score
represented the number of correct responses
to a block of 8 successively presented stimuli.
The 96 stimuli in each task booklet provided
12 stage scores for each S for each task. Ver-

balization scores specified the number of con-
cepts S was able to describe after responding
to each set of 96 stimuli. A mastery score
represented the number of trials needed to reach

a predefined criterion of mastery. Mastery
S'bores (based on 24 stimuli) were computed for

the four concepts within each of three tasks.
The matrix of intercorrelations (with squared

multiple correlation coefficients on the diagonal)

was factor analyzed using the principal-axes
algorithm. The factors were rotated to an or-
thogonal solution by an iterative process (Cliff,
1966) which at any one point in the sequence
provided a least-squares approximation of an
obtained (rotated) factor matrix to a target
matrix. The loadings of task variables on
factors common to the ability tests were derived

by an extension procedure (Dwyer, 1937;
Mosier, 1938).

Fifteen factors (excluding a sex factor)
based on test scores of 177 high-school stu-
dents were identified: CFC, CSC, CMU,
CMC, CMS, MSC, MMC.f DFC, DSU, DMC,

NFC, NSC, NMU, NMC.i° Results indicated
that the factorial patterns of the three different
types of task scores tended to be similar.
Factorial complexity of task measures was
somewhat difficult to assess since loadings

9Although the report was not available at the
time this investigation was executed, results
are summarized because of their relevance.

10 See page 4.for explanation of Guilford's tri-
grams .
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were not sizable. Only 5 factors MSC,
MMC, DSC, NMC, and CMC showed load-
ings of .30 or higher on task variables, the
first 4 factors showing significant loadings on
stage scores , the CMC factor on verbalization
scores. That factorial complexity of the con-
cept learning tasks could not be judged by the
15 factors represented in the analysis was
clearly pointed out by the authors. The com-
munality means on three "within task" factor
analyses of stage scores were .61 (figural),
. 64 (symbolic), and .60 (semantic) whereas
the corresponding communality means derived
by the extension procedure were .26, .21, and
. 34. These differences were attributed to two
general sources: 1) factors common to the
learning scores only and 2) factors common to
both learning scores and ability tests which
were not brought out by factor analyzing only
ability tests.

Although factor loadings (in the ability test
common factor space) on stage score variables
were low, changes in factorial structure over
practice were reported. For the figural task,
trends were primarily observed on MSC, MMC,
and NMC; for the symbolic task, CMS, MMC,
and DSC; for the semantic task, CSC, MSC,
MMC, and NMC. The two memory factors ,

MMC and MSC, showed some of the highest
loadings on stage scores, and this was, as
the authors reported, "one of the surprises of
the results [p. 23]."

Bunderson (1967) examined the factorial
structure of learning measures over six stages
of practice within the common factor space de-
fined by 30 ability tests. Each of 18 concept
learning problems consisted of eight sequen-
tially presented slides, each slide displaying
eight bivalued (white or black) geometrical
figures. A "Yes" or "No" accompanying the
stimulus slide indicated to S whether it was an
exemplar or nonexemplar of the concept. The
first slide was always an exemplar; the next
six included three exemplars and three non-
exemplars . The last card determined the prob-
lem type. Complex negative problems employed
a "No" slide for the eighth instance; complex
positive used a "Yes" slide. The former could
not be solved without using the information in
the negative instances. Complex positive
problems needed only the information in the
five "Yes" instances for solution. Two types
of learning measures were collected. "Rules
scores" indicated the problem at which S began
to use the focus rule and the rules for handling
positive and negative instances. "Process
scores" (positive process, negative process,
and solution process) represented response
totals (of positive slides, negative slides , and
last slide respectively) over Mocks of three
problems.
10

From a task analysis , five factors (constraint
factors) were hypothesized as relevant abilities:
perceptual speed, spatial scanning, memory
span, associative memory, and chunking mem-
ory. A conceptual model constructed for the
task described a problem analy;sis process,
search processes , and an organization process.
Four factors (rational factors) hypothesized as
being relevant to the model were verbal reason-
ing, general reasoning, induction and figural
adaptive flexibility.

Thirty ability tests serving as markers for
the hypothesized factors were administered to
143 university undergraduates . Subsequent
factor analysis and equamax rotation produced
10 interpretable factors. Extension loadings
on the 10 factors were computed for the 25
learning measures. Results showed relation-
ships between task variables and 3 reasoning
factors in addition to perceptual and memory
abilities. The higher order processes postu-
lated by the conceptual model were supported.
The cycle, analyze search organize,
appeared for positive process scores only. The
transfer of abilities followed the hypothesized
pattern: verbal reasoning, induction and figural
adaptive flexibility, and general reasoning.
Verbal reasoning and chunking memory showed
strong relationships with learning the use of
negative concept instances.

Factor-Analytic Studies Involving Reasoning Abilities

The following summaries of factor-analytic
studies involving reasoning factors are pre-
sented chronologically and focus on tests em-
ployed in the present research as well as the
precursors of these tests , namely Locations
(adapted from Thurstone's Marks and analogous
to Blakey's Circle Reasoning), Letter Sets
(suggested by Thurstone's Letter Grouping),
Necessary Ahthmetic Operations, Ship Desti-
nation, Verbal Analogies III, Best Trend Name,
Nonsense Syllogisms (suggested by Thurstone'':
False Premises), and Logical Reasoning.

The reasoning domain is still not clearly
understood factorially. Thurstone originally
described three.reasoning factors: induction,
the ability to discover rules or principles;
deduction, the ability to apply rules or princi-
ples; restrictive thinking, the ability to reach
solutions with given restrictions.

In Thurstone's (1938) study of the priniary
mental ability tests (administered to 218 col-
lege students), 13 orthogonal factors were
extracted and 9 interpreted. Two tests, False
Premises and Reasoning, showed largest load-
ings on a deduction factor and next largest on
a verbal relations factor (which had as its
leading test Verbal Analogies). Arithmetic



Reasoning isolated a restrictive task ability,
and Syllogisms appeared factorially complex.

Zimmerman (1953), in a revised orthogonal
rotational solution of the Thurstone (1938)
study, identified a general reasoning factor
(Arithmetic Reasoning with loading .64) as
closest correspondent to Thurstone's restrictive
reasoning. False Premises and Reasoning (both
syllogistic-type reasoning tests) showed larger
loadingS on a deduction factor in the rerotation
than in the Thurstone study. Syllogisms loaded
.43 (versus .33 on Thurstone's induction factor)
on a factor called "Classification." Finally,
Thurstone's uninterpreted Factor 11 on rerotating
was described as the ability to educe relation-
ships. Verbal Analogies which had a loading
of .31 on Factor 11 showed .59 in the revised
solution.

Thurstone's (1940) study inVolving 36 tests
administered to 286 high-school seniors identi-
fied two of the seven interpreted oblique factors
as reasoning factors, namely deduction and
induction. Both Letter Grouping and Marks
loaded significantly on the induction factor.

In studying intelligence of children,
Thurstone and Thurstone (1941) reported two
factor analyses which included Letter Grouping.
The first study analyzed 60 test scores (and
three organismic variables) obtained from 710
eighth graders. Of the seven interpreted
oblique factors , 'only one reasoning factor
(induction) was identified. In the second
study, sCores for 437 eighth-grade children
on 21 tests , 3 tests representing each of the
seven factors found in the first study, were
factor analyzed. Seven bblique factors were
isolated; interpretation was in harmony with
the first study. In both, Letter Grouping (along
with Letter Series) identified the inductive rea-
soning factor.

Letter Grouping and Marks also appeared in
a battery of 34 tests which were administered
to 223 high-school seniors in a study (Coombs ,
1941) primarily designed to investigate number
ability. Ten factors were extracted. After
oblique rotation, Marks (with a communality of
.48) showed loadings of .29 and .30 on factors
interpreted as deductive and inductive respec-
tively. Letter Grouping (with a communality of
.37) loaded on the perceptual speed factor (.28)
and a factor labeled "alphabet test triplet" (.30).
The latter factor was isolated by the same test
given three times with rest periods interspersed.

Blakey (1941) administered 10 nonverbal rea-
soning tests to 286 high-school students. Five
extracted and obliquely rotated factors were
interpreted as perceptual speed, perceptual
discrimination, induction, general reasoning,
and deductive reasoning. Circle Reasoning,
which required S to discover the rules by which
one circle in each of four given rows of circles

and dashes was blackened and then blacken a
circle in the fifth row, is analogous to Loca-
tions. It loaded .56 on the induction factor
and .52 on the general-reasoning factor.

Goodman (1943) tested 170 male first-year
college students in a factor-analytic study of
Thurstone's 16 primary mental abilities tests.
Two of the seven orthogonal factors were inter-
preted as induction and reasoning. Letter
Grouping and Marks with loadings of .49 and
.50 respectively identified the induction factor.
Corres ponding communalities (. 42 and .32
respectively) indicated that much of the vari-
ance was still unexplained.

In Botzum's (1951) study, tests purporting
to measure three reasoning factors (Thurstone's
deductive, inductive, and restrictive thinking
factors) and five closure factors were admin-
istered to 237 college men. Nine factors were
extracted. Letter Grouping helped identify the
induction factor which the author suggested
was not limited to type of material. Inductive-
type tests involving numbers , letters , words ,
forms and figures loaded on the factor.

In a factor-analytic study of reasoning abili-
ties by Green, Guilford, Christensen, and
Comry (1953), 34 tests were administered to
283 Air Force men. Two separate orthogonal
rotations (denoted as X and Y solutions) of 12
extracted factors (centroid method) were reported.
Seven factors associated with reasoning tests
were identified as general reasoning (GR), logi-
cal reasoning (LR), eduction of perceptual
relations (PR), eduction of conceptual relations
(CR), eduction of conceptual patterns (CP),
eduction of correlates (EC), and symbol sub-
stitution (SS) . In both X and Y solutions Ship
Destination appeared as a leading test on GR;
factorial complexity was indicated, however,
by a significant loading on the PR factor. The
authors suggested that PR together with CR and
CP described the inductive area. All three
factors involved educing relations and patterns.
Circle Reasoning showed the biggest loading in
both solutions on CP. Syllogism Test and False
Premises identified with LR. The authors pointed
out that although the factor primarily involved
deductive reasoning, the tests isolating the
factor did not require S to draw his own conclu-
sion. His task was to evaluate or judge con-
clusions presented to him. The last two tests
also showed significant loadings on GR in the
Y solution. False Premises appeared on an
induction factor (PR) in the X solution. Although
classification tests had been included in the
battery, no factor was isolated which could be
described as a classifying ability (identified
by Zimmerman, 1953).

Guilford, Christensen, Rettner, Green, and
Hertzka (1954) administered a battery of 54 tests
to 395 Air Cadets and 343 Student Officers in a
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study primarily aimed at clarifying the nature
of reasoning abilities. Sixteen factors were
extracted by an iterative procedure for deter-
mining principal components and rotated to an
orthogonal solution. Four factors were classi-
fied in the reasoning domain: general reason-
ing (GR), eduction of correlates (EC), eduction

of conceptual relations (CR), and eduction of
perceptual relations (PR). It was suggested
that two other factors , logical reasoning (LR)

and judgment (j), might be better classified as
evaluative abilities than reasoning abilities.
Ship Destination was a leading test on GR
which supported the Green et al. (1953) find-
ings. The test's lack of purity was likewise
verified; the secondary (but substantial) fac-
torial component was LR as compared to PR in

the Green et al. study. Syllogism Test served

to identify LR. Circle Reasoning did not ap-
pear on any reasoning factor.

In studying mental abilities and perSonality
traits, Denton and Taylor (1955) found a rela-
tionship between memory tests and reasoning
tests. Eight different mental ability indices
were derived by combining with equal weights
scores on two tests measuring the ability. The
reasoning index was defined by Letter Grouping

and Letter Series. Factor analysis of the eight
ability indices and five personality measures
yielded six factors. After rotation to an
oblique solution, factor B loaded on the mem-
ory index .47, on reasoning, .36.

Kettner, Guilford, and Christensen (1956)

investigated the nature of the general-reasoning
factor. Twenty-three tests including Circle
Reasoning, Logical Reasoning, Necessary
Arithmetic Operations , and Ship Destination
were given to 170 entering Coast Guard Academy
cadets. Three hypotheses were presented in

an attempt to define general reasoning: (1) de-

fining problems, (2) handling complicated pro-
cedures , and (3) trial and error manipulation.
Ten factors were extracted (Thurstone's centroid
method) and rotated to an orthogonal solution.
Nine were interpreted as verbal comprehension,
numerical facility, visualization, logical
evaluation, eduction of patterns, general rea-.
soning, handling complicated procedures,
trial-and-error manipulation, and mathematical
achievement. The authors concluded that
"defining problems" best lit the general reason-
ing factor. Ship Destination and N_Legessau.
Arithmetic Operations were the leading tests
on the general-reasoning factor. Factorial
complexity was indicated for both tests; the
factor described as "handling complicated
procedures" loaded on Ship Destination and
"numerical facility" on Necessary Arithmetic
Operations. Logical Reasoning was a prime
identifier of the logical-evaluation factor.
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Circle Reasoning helped isolate the eduction-
of-patterns factor (defined as "the ability to
discover patterns or sets of relationships").

Harris and Liba (1965) employed both alpha

factor analysis and incomplete image analysis
in reanalyzing the Kettner et al. (1956) data.
A derived orthogonal solution of the image
model produced eleven factors, four of which

were singlets. Ship Destination appeared on
Factor 1 which seemed to be a mixture of three
factors of the Kettner study interpreted as
visualization, general reasoning, and handling
complicated procedures. Necessary Arithmetic
Operations identified a factor which appeared
to be part of the reasoning factor in the origi-
nal analysis. Logical Reasoning loaded on
Fagtor 4 which was analogous to Kettner's
logical-evaluation factor. Factor 5 reproduced
the eduction-of-patterns factor with Circle
Reasoning as one of the leading tests.

Kettner,, Guilford, and Christensen ,(1959)

investigated 11 factors previously identified
in one or more studies associated with reason-
ing, creativity, or evaluation. Fifty-seven

.different tests were represented in three over-
lapping batteries; one included 28 tests, the
other two 26 each. Each battery was admin-
istered to a different sample. The three groups
of subjects were 219 naval air cadets and two
groups of aircrew trainees totaling 201 and 210

each. Three separate Thurstonian centroid
analyses were performed followed by rotations
to orthogonal solutions. From the 12 factors
extracted in each analysis , 20 different factors

were interpreted. Nine of the 11 factors .being
investigated were verified; one of these fac-.
tors, eduction of patterns, had Circle Reason-
ing as leading test and appeared similar to one

of the inductive factors (eduction of conceptual
patterns) in the Green et al, (1953) study.
Letter Grouping had its largest loading on a
newly identified factor, eduction of structural
(symbolic) relations. Ship Destination was
prime identifier for the general-reasoning fac-
tor.

Harris and Liba (1965) reported three incom-
plete image solutions (each rotated to ortho-
gonal solution) of the Kettner et al. (1959)

data. In all three analyses correspondence to
Kettner factors was good for at least four fac-
tors , suggestive for two others. Observed
discrepancies were the appearance of from two

to four singlet factors and an apparent coales-
cing of Kettner factors in all three factor ma-
trices. Tests of interest to the present research
gave evidence of. some invariance. In the
analysis of battery A, Circle Reasoning was
leading test on factor 8, a "good" correspond-
ent to Kettner et al.'s "eduction of patterns."
Ship Destination identified factor 7, a partial



reproduction of the general reasoning factor.
In each of the other two analyses , Letter
Grouping helped identify a factor which was
considered a "good" correspondent to Kettner
et s newly isolated "eduction of structural
relations."

Guilford et al. (1960) investigated the sym-
bolic factors of cognition and convergent pro-
duction defined by the structure-of-intellect
model. Thirty tests were administered to 240
Naval Air Cadets and Aviation Officer Candi-
dates. Subsequent factor analysisby Thurstone's
centroid method yielded 15 factors , 1 3. of which

were interpreted after rotation to an orthogonal
solution. The relevant identified factors were
CMS (general reasoning) with Ship Destination
as leading test, CSS11 (eduction of patterns)
withboth Circle .Reasoning and Letter Grouping
as identifiers, and CSC (cognition of symbolic
classes) With Letter Grouping showing a rela-
tionship Just slightly.less than that with the
CSS factor.

Reanalysis of the above data by Harris and
Liba (1965) indicated more extreme discrepan-
cies than previously cited. An irncomplete
image analysis, orthogonal solution, produced
1 2 factors , 5 of which were singlets. Guilford's
CSC factor was 1 of 3 factors reproduced in the
second analysis. Several of Guilford's factors
appeared to have been collapsed into factors 1
and 2. Factor 1 loaded substantially on 17
tests, the relevant ones being Ship Destination,
Letter Grouping, and Circle Reasoning. Letter
Grouping loaded significantly on factors 1, 2,
and 3.

Merrifield, Guilford, Christensen, and
Frick (1962) investigated the relationship of
intellectual abilities and problem solving in
adults . Both Ship Destination and Logical
Reasoning were included in the test battery.
Thurstone's centroid factor analysis and ortho-
gonal rotation yielded 10 interpretable factors.
The two aforementioned tests identified the
CMS (general reasoning) factor. Ijoaisal Rea-
soning, however, showed a larger loading on
CMR (eduction of conceptual.relations). The
authors pointed out that its communality was
only .48 in comparison with a reliability of
.80. Ship Destination likewise had a sizable
portion of variance not accounted for by factors
common to the test battery. Reanaly3is by
Harris and Liba (19 65) yielded fairly consistent
results with the above analysis. Of 8 common
factors, only 2 could not be identified with
Merrifield et al. factors. Logical.Reasoning
loaded on factor 2 which appeared somewhat

11 CSS is the eduction-of-patterns factor iso-
lated in the Kettner et al. (1959) study.

broader than the eduction-of7conceptual-
relations factor isolated in the Merrifield et al.
analysis. Ship Destination appeared on one of
the 12 singlet factors.

Circle Reasoning was included in another
study emerging from the Guilford laboratory
(Hoepfner, Guilford, and Merrifield, 19 64)

primarily designed to analyze symbolic-
evaluation abilities. The test only showed a
loading of .26 on the. CSS factor and was not
reported as an identifier of any other factor.
Communality was .44; reliability estimate,
.67.

krecent study from the Guilford laboratory
(Nihira, Guilford, Hoepfner, and Merrifield,
19 64) investigated semantic-evaluation abili-
ties. Three separate factor analyses were
reported involving data obtained on 474
eleventh-grade students. The analysis for
Group A (20 2 students) included Scores on all
test variables; for Group B (27 2 students), a
subset of the test variables; for Group C (alil

474 students), the same test variables included
in the Group B battery. Sixteen principal axes
were extracted and rotated to an orthogonal
solution for Group A, 14 for each of the remain-
ing groups. Five of the hypothesized semantic-
evaluation factors emerged. The two tests
designed to isolate th missing factor. (EMT
evaluation of sernantic transformations) loaded
on EMU. Best Trend Name and Verbal Analogies
III isolated the EMR (evaluation of semantic
relations) factor. Best Trend Name also showed
-a significant loading on CMS. In previous re-
search involving the structure-of-intellect
model, EMR was identified with the logical-
evaluation factor whose identifiers were syl-
logistic-type reasoning tests. Results indi-
cated that the factor identified by syllogistic
or inference tests should be assigned to the
EMI cell of the SI Model. Logical Reasonina
whose biggest loading was on the EMI factor
exhibited factorial complexity. Ship Destina-
tion was the leading test on CMS.

Six reasoning tests employed in.the present
research also appeared in the Lemke (1965)
study discussed earlier. In the alpha analysis,
orthogonal solution, factor X was isolated by
Logical Reasoning (.75) and Nonsense Syllo-
gisms (.39), factor XI. by Ship Destination
(.71) and Necessary Arithmetic Operations
(.87). However, both Nonsense Syllogisms
and Locations showed significant loadings on
the latter factor (.53 and .63 respectively).
Factor XII had Letter Sets as leading test (.81
loading); Locations only showed a loading of
20

The study by Manley (1965) reviewed in.the
'previous section likewise provided evidence
of the ambiguous nature of certain reasoning
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tests. Nonsense Syllogisms and Logical Rea-
soning were each leading tests on different
factors. Locations identified a factor called
"Selective Attention" with Logical Reasoning
showing bigger loadings than Letter Sets.

Factor-Analytic Studies and Memory Abilities

Several recent studies (Games, 1962; Kelley,
1964) were specifically concerned with memory
abilities. The former investigated certain mem-
ory abilities and performance on verbal-learning
tasks. The latter identified three memory fac-
tors: Rote Memory, Meaningful Memory, and

'Span Memory. Other investigations (dating
back to the 1930's) have included memory tests
in the test batteries. The only study which is
relevant to the present research comes out of
the Guilford laboratory.

In a study designed to investigate semantic
memory abilities, Brown, Guilford, and Hoepfner
(1966) factor analyzed scores obtained from 175
eleventh-grade students on 50 ability tests.
Nine additional nonaptitude measures were cor-
related with the derived factors by an extension
process. A principal-component type analysis
with squared multiple correlation coefficients
as diagonal entries of the correlation matrix
extracted 30 factors corresponding to positive
eigenvalues. The first 17 components accounted
for 95.1 % of the total variance. Sixteen com-
ponents were rotated orthogonally by an itera-
tive process which matched the factor matrix
to a target matrix at each phase (Cliff, 1966).

The seventeenth component was rotated by
hand. Six of the 1 6 interpreted factors were
identified as semantic-memory abilities: MMU
(memory for semantic units), MMC (memory for
semantic classes), MMR (memory for semantic
relations), MMS (memory for semantic systems),
MMI (memory for semantic implications), and
MMT (memory for semantic transformations).
Tests loading high on MMC, MMR, and MMT
were included in the battery analyzed in the
present research. Tests for both MMS and
MMT appeared factorially complex. The authors
suggested that transformations may not occur
apart from other products; i.e. , answering test
items correctly may require S to remember units
of information as well as transformations. Hom-
onyms was the only univocal test of MMT.

SUMMARY

The first part of the chapter specified the
precise nature of the problem to be investigated
and pointed out its limitations . The study of
conceptual learning was restricted to the formal
acquisition of verbally represented concepts by
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young adults. The portion of the total learning
process explored by factor-analytic techniques
was carefully delineated.

A major portion of the chapter was devoted
to summaries of research considered relevant
to the problem. Factor-analytic studies in-
volving measures taken over successive stages
of practice, learning tasks , and reasoning and
memory abilities were reviewed. Results in
general indicated that there is no general ability
to learn. Relationships between learning task
variables and measured abilities were reported.
Allison (1960) and Stake (1961) employed pa-
rameters of fitted learning curves as learning
measures; Duncanson (1966) used a factor-
analytic method by Tucker for determining
learning measures. Manley (1965) studied
three types of concept tasks; results were re-
ported for two subgroups (concept solvers and
nonsolvers) in addition to the total group analy-
sis. Lemke's (1965) oblique factor solution
showed positive relationships between abilities
and task factors. Bunderson (19 67) examined
the factorial structure of learning measures
over stages of practice within the factor space
defined by ability measures. Dunham et al.
(1966) studied abilities pertaining to classes
(SI model) and the learning of concepts; exten-
sion procedures were employed to include learn-
ing task measures in the factor space defined
by ability tests. Factor analytic studies in-
volving learning variables have exhibited an
assortment of learning tasks, a variety of learn-
ing measures, and different factor-analytic
techniques, but, in general, results indicated
relationships between performance On learning
tasks and measured abilities.

The following outline provides ,a historical
review of the ability tests relevant to the present
research:
Test Study

Letter Thurstone (1940)
Grouping Thurstone (1941)

Coombs (1941)

Goodman (1943)
Botzum (1951)
Kettner et al.

(1959)

Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Kettner
[1959D
Guilford et al.

(1960)
Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-

Name of Factor

Induction
Induction
Alphabet Test
Triplet; Percep-
tual Speed
Induction
Induction
Eduction of
Structural Rela-
tions
Eduction of
Structural Rela-
tions

CSS
CSC
Factors 1, 2,
and 3



Test Study Name of Factor

sis of Guilford
et al. [19 60})

Letter Sets Lemke (19 65) Induction
Manley (1965) General Reason-

ing (Solvers)
Concept Attain-
ment B (Non-
solvers and total
population)
Selective Atten-
tion

Marks Thurstone (1940) Induction
Coombs (1941) Induction

Deduction
Goodman (1943) Induction

Circle Blakey (1941)
Reasoning

Green et al.
(1953)

Kettner et al.
(1956)

Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis 6f Kettner
et al. [1956])
Kettner et al,

(1959)
Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Kettner
et al. [1959])
Guilford et al.

(1960)
Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Guilford
et al. [19 60])
Hoepfner et al.

(1964)

Locations Lemke (1965)

Manley (1965)

Nonsense Lemke (19 65)
Syllc_211_.sns

Manley (1965)

False Thurstone (1938)
Premises Zimmerman (1953)

Green et al.
(1953)

Induction and
General Reasoning
Eduction of Con-
ceptual Patterns
Eduction of
Patterhs
Eduction of
Patterns

Eduction of
Patterns
Eduction of
Patterns

CSS

Factor 1

CSS (.26 loading)

General Reason-
ing, Induction
Selective Atten-
tion

Deduction, Gen-
eral Reasoning
Syllogistic Rea-
soning
Verbal Ability
(Solvers)

Deduction
Deduction
Logical Reason-
ing (Y solution)
Eduction of Per-
ceptual, Rela-
tions (X solution)

-

Test Study Name of Factor

Syllogisms Zimmerman Clas sification
(1953)

Syllogisms Green et al. Logical Reasoning
Test (1953)

Guilford et al. Logical Reasoning
(1954)

Reasoning Thur stone (1938) Deduction
Zimmerman Deduction

(1953)

Necessary Kettner et al.
Arithmetic
Operations Harris and Liba

(1965) (Reanal-
ysis of Kettner
et al. [1956])
Lemke (19 65)
Manley (1965)

Ship Green et al.
Destination (1953)

Logical
Reasoning

Guilford et al.
(1954)

Kettner et al.
(1956)

General Reasoning
Numerical Facility
In part, Kettner
et al.'s General
Rea s oning

General Reasoning
General Reasoning
Reasoning
(Solvers)

General Reasoning
Eduction of Per-
ceptual Relations
General Reasoning
Logical Reasoning
General Reasoning
Handling Compli-
cated Procedures

Harris and Liba Factor 1, a mix-
(1965) (Reanaly-ture of Kettner et
sis of Kettner al.'s Visualiza-
et al. [1956])

Kettner et al.
(1959)

Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Kettner
et al. [1959])
Guilford et al.

(19 60)
Harris and Liba Factor 1
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Guilford
et al, [19 60])
Merrifield et al. CMS

(19 62)
Harris and Liba Singlet Factor
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Merrifield
et al. [19 62])
Nihira et al. CMS

(1964)
Lemke (19 65

tion, General Rea-
soning, and Han-
dling Complicated
Procedures
General
Reasoning
Factor 7, partial
reproduction of
Kettner et al.'s
General Reasoning
CMS

Kettner et al.
(1956)

General Reasoning

Logical Evalua-
tion
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Test

Logical
Reasoning

1.6

Study

Kettner et al.
(1956)

Harris and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Kettner
et al..- [1956])
Merrifield et al.

(1962)
Harris.and Liba
(1965) (Reanaly-
sis of Kettner
et al. [1956])
Nihira et al.

(1964)
Lemke (1965)

Name of Factor

Logical Evalua-
tion
Logical Evalua-
tion

CMR
CMS
Broader factor
than CMR

EMI

Deduction
General Reasoning

Test Study Name of Factor.

Manley General Reasoning
(1965) Selective Atten-

tion (Nonsolvers)

Verbal Nihira et al. EMR

Analogies (1964)
III

Best Trend Nihira et al.
Name (1964)

EMR
CMS

The six memory tests employed in the in-
vestigation had been analyzed in a study of
semantic memory abilities (Brown et al. 1966).



II

THE METHOD

This chapter intends to (a) exhibit a suffi-
cient portion of the learning task to make un-
ambiguous its underlying rationale, (b) describe
selected intellectual abilities (factors) hypothe-
sized to be either associated with or dissociated
from successful performance on the learning task,
.(c) report the experimental events in the order
of occurrence, (i) describe the subjects, and
(e) specify the univariate and multivariate
models employed in the analysis of the data.

INSTRUMENTS

The complete set of postulates, stimulus
sentences, and instructions for the learning
task used in the pilot study and the revised
version used in the factor analysis are given
in the original report (Jones, 1967) as are the
cover pages of all ability tests.

The Task

The concept of "perceptual situation" was
selected for the learning task. The defining
characteristics of this concept were presented
as postulates , these being a condensed version
of those given by C. D. Broad (1960).12 The
first five postulates each asserted new infor-
mation about the concept; the last was for
review purposes only. The words "perceptual
situation" were never used; the concept was
denoted as "the situation" in all postulates.
The task was composed of six stages. Each
stage was defined by two activities: (1) S
received a new postulate; (2) S sorted a deck
of 50 cards.

12The fourth postulate of the revised version
of the task was a reinterpretation of C. D.
Broad's views according to suggestions offered
by Professor F. I. Dretske of the Philosophy
Department at the University of Wisconsin.

was instructed that in the card sorting
part of the task meaningful sentences would
serve as exemplars and nonexemplars of the
concept since presentation of actual eases for
his judgment was an impossibility. Accordingly,
50 sentences were composed and individually
typed on 3 x 5 cards. Sentences represented
situations involving thinking, remembering,
imagining, and perceiving.13 Some examples
are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I see a pink elephant.
I can see the man as a little boy.
I can see clearly.
I hear the baby crying.
I heard about the baby crying.
I am aware of the baby crying.
I feel the baby is crying.
I am aware of my hearing the bell.

Seventeen of the sentences were exemplars ,
33 were nonexemplars. S sorted the same 50
cards six times once after the reading of
each new postulate.

The first postulate said:
The situation is sensuous; that is, sen-

sation plays an absolutely necessary part
in it. A sentence that represents an example
of the situation is: "I am aware of a red
'flash."

An arbitrary S might place sentence 1 above
on the "No" pile, all others on the "Yes" pile
in the first card sort.

The second postulate stated that the situa-
tion involved a relation between a subjective
element (the "I" in the sentence) and an ob-
jective element (a something other than our-
selves). Further, this "something" other than

13A complete accounting of all stimulus sen-
tences With respect to postulates satisfied
and postulates violated 'is given in Jones
.(1967) .
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ourselves might be hallucinatory. Two exem-
plars were given: "I hear a bell" and "I see a
ghost." With this added information S should
put sentences 1 and 3 on the "No" pile.

The third postulate clarified ambiguities
concerning the objective element in the situa-
tion saying,it "must be of the physical kind
rather than mental (or psychical)" explaining
that in hallucinations, the object was truly of
the physical kind. The nonexemplar "I notice
that I am acting spitefully" was given. On
sorting the eight sample cards this time, "I
am aware of my hearing the bell" should be a

Postulate four declared the situation to be
intuitive rather than discursive. "I hear a
bell" was given as an example of the situation
wherdas "I think about the bell" represented a
nonexemplar. In sorting the above cards for
the fourth time, "I feel the baby is crying" and
"I heard about the baby crying" should now be
classified as "No."

Postulate five, which asserted that the ob-
ject must be revealed as it was at the time the
situation was going on, eliminates "I can see
the man as a little boy."

The sixth postulate was a review of the
other five.

The Ability Tests

Although the structure-of-intellect model
dominated factor selection, reference tests
were drawn from both the Guilford Laboratory
and the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive
Factors, Educational Testing Service. The
final choice was determined by the findings of
previous studies ,sconsideration of the nature
of the learning task, and the reliability esti-
mates of the reference tests for a college popu-
lation. The test battery was further restricted
by a three-hour time limit.

The factors and associated tests selected
were:

MMC: Memory for semantic classes
Picture Class Memory
Classified Information

MMR: Memory for semantic relations
Remembered Relations
Recalled Analogies

MMT: MemorY for semantic transformations
Double Meanings
Homonyms

I; Induction
Letter Sets Locations

RS: Syllogistic Reasoning
Nonsense Syllogisms
Logical Reasoning

1 8

CMS: Cognition of semantic systems
Necessary Arithmetic Operations
Ship Destination

EMR: Evaluation of semantic relations
Verbal Analogies III
Best Trend Name

CMU; Cognition of semantic units
Advanced Vocabulary V-4
Advanced Vocabulary V-5

MMC-Memory for semantic classes. Within the
structure-of-intellect model, this factor classi-
fication is described as:

the ability to maintain in storage ideas of
common attributes whereby two or more items
of information are assigned to the same group
of class [Brown et al. , 1966, p. 9].

In the learning task, S was never required to
"discover" the common attribute or attributes
of the concept being learned. Such properties
were asserted of the concept in postulate form
and presented to S at the beginning of each
new phase. However, since the postulates
were unavailable to S during the card sorting
activity, the successful sorter (i.e., the S
who showed improvement by reduction in the
total number of misclassifications) might em-
ploy aspects of behavior analogous to those
utilized in the tests purporting to represent
this factor classification. For example, the
postulate which asserted the compresence of
a subjective element (the "I" part of the stimu-
lus sentence) and some other element (the
"something" other than ourselves) obviously
had not been stored (or, at least , not recalled)
by S if S classified the situation exemplified
in the statement "I feel sick" as a "Yes."

The two tests chosen to serve as markers
for this factor were those recommended by
Guilford and Hoepfner (1966). Picture Class
Memory presented pictures of three objects
each to S; his instructions were "to learn the
class concept of the picture groups." On a
subsequent test page, S was required to decide
whether the pictured groups of two objects each
implied concepts given on the study page
Classified Information was essentially the
same type of test except classes of three words
each were presented instead of pictures. Both
tests required S "to choose test-page classes
that were similar to classes presented on the
study page." The test items were contrived
so that correct responses were determined by
recognizing the concept underlying the group
of words (or objects), not the similarity of
particular class members. Since the emphasis
was on "retention of the principle of grouping,"



the hypothesis that these two tests and the
learning task might load on the same factor is
considered tenable.

MMR-Memory for semantic relations. This factor
is described as

the ability to remember meaningful connec-
tions between related verbal elements
[Brown et al 1966,. p. 91.

The two tests selected were those recommended
by the authors of the above mentioned report,
namely Remembered Relations and Recalled
Analogies.

In Remembered Relations, S first studied a
list of sentences all expressing relations be-
tween two objects or events. The test page
required S to select a relation from four choices
(specifically, three relations and the answer
"none of these") that completed a given sen-
tence involving the objects previously studied.
The test items frequently reversed the order of
the objects or events which, in the case of
asymmetrical relations, demanded that S remem-
ber the "connections between verbal elements"
in the context studied and not to merely recall
the different relations studied; e.g. , studying
the relation "is darker than" might demand cor-
rect test item completion in the form "is lighter
than." It appeared that what S might be recal-
ling was an idea (or fact) inherent in the studied
statements , and, in this sense, it was thought
that the ability necessary for successful per-
formance on the test might also be associated
with similar performance on the learning task.
During the early phases of the learning task,
S, being forced to make a decision with insuf-
ficient information, might revert to recalling
not oilly the exemplar and/or exemplars pre-
sented in conjunction with the postulate and/
or postulates, but also sentences already
sorted in attempting to classify a particular
item. For example, in judging "I. saw the fox
chasing the goose," previous encounter with
"I see the fox chasing a goose" and the pre-
sented exemplar "I am aware of a red flash"
might contribute to the decision-making pro-
cess . Preceding items might very well function
(for some subjects) as the "studied list" in
Remembered Relations. However, if this sup-
position were correct, it would seem logical
to suppose that after the first few sorts depend-
ence on remembering meaningful relations
among items would lessen for two reasons;
firstly, repetition of the same stimulus card
over the sorting phases served as stages of
practice when viewed as a memory-type task,
and, secondly, new information was posited at
each phase which facilitated successful cate-
gorizing behavior.

Recalled Analogies was selected for the
test battery primarily to serve as catalyst in
isolating and verifying the factor labeled MMR
by Guilford et al. On a study. page S was.re.0
quired to supply the fourth component for each
analogy in addition to learning the analogy for
subsequent recall. Test items presented the
third component of studied analogies and re-.
quired production of the fourth. The demand
to produce a term dependent on a remembered
relation did not logically appear to parallel
any activity engaged in by S in the learning
task.

MMT-Memory for semantic transformations. The
structure-of-intellect model defines this factor
as

the ability to remember redefinitions or
other changes in meaning [Brown et al. ,
1966, p. 10).

The two recommended tests , Double Meanings
and Homonyms, were selected for isolating
and verifying the SI factor. Double Meanings
first required S to study paired sentences ,
each pair containing the same underlined word
used in different contexts; test items asked S
to decide whether a pair of definitions did or
did not match a word on the study page. Homo-
nyms likewise presented pairs of sentences for
S's studythe paired sentences in this case
containing homonyms. Each test item presented
the meaning of one element of a studied homo-
nymic pair; S had to select (from four choices)
the meaning corresponding to the other element.

In the learning task, discriminating between
the different meanings implied by the same
word used in different contexts was considered
necessary for successful performance. The
shift in meaning of the word "feel" is exempli-
fied by the following three stimulus sentences:
"I feel sick," "I feel the baby is crying," and
"I can feel the rope shredding." MMT was in-
cluded in the battery because of the hypothe-
sized parallel activity between Double Mean-
,irgs and the learning task.

I-Induction. The man,ual accompanying the
Kit of Reterence Tests for Cognitive Factors ,
Educational Testing Service, describes this
factor as

Associatedabilities involved in the find-
ing of general concepts that will fit sets of
data, the. forming and trying of hypotheses
[French et al., 1963,.p. 19].

The two ETS tests elected to confirm this fac-
tor were Letter Sets and L6cations Test. Both
tests required S to search for and apply a pat-
tern or rule. In Letter Sets , S examined five
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sets of four letters each in order to "discover"
the rule which related four of the sets and
eliminated the fifth. His task was to mark the
set which did not fit. Locations Test required
S to discover the pattern or rule inherent in four
given rows of "places and gaps" and then mark
one of the five lettered places in the fifth roW
accordingly.

The specific task requirements in Locations
Test appeared relevant to the learning task:
The presentation of postulates in the latter
task was considered analogous to the four given
rows of "spaces and gaps" in Locations Test.
In both cases S was required to comprehend
and apply a giVen rule.

It is hypothesized that this factor. is asso-
ciated with successful performance on the learn-
ing task.

RS-Syllogistic reasoning The Manual for Kit of
Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors refers
to this factor as the

acidity to reason from stated premises to
their necessary conclusions [French et al. ,
1963, p. 37].

It is further identified as
the factor originally called "Deduction" by
Thurstone..... Guilford has called it "Logical
Evaluation," the evaluation of semantic re-
lations [French et al. , 1963, p. 37].

The tWo tests selected from the Kit of Reference
Tests to identify this factor were Nonsense
Syllogisms and Logical Reasoning. In the
former, S was required to decide whether stated
conclusions following premises involving non-
sensical ideas were lOgically correct. In
Logical Reasoning emphasis was on choosing
the correct conclusion that could be drawn
from two given statements.

The syllogistic-reasoning factor was 'in-
cluded in the battery .for several reasons (other
than that recommended by prevfous research
and discussed in Chapter I). Pirstly, S's
success in sorting the stimulus cards at any
one phase might depend on his ability to make
valid judgments based, on given assumptions
(the postulates). Furthermore, the first few
stages of the learning task might sPecifically
parallel Nonsense Syllogisms in that at this
point both postulates and stimulus sentences
might appear nonsensical to S, his task requir-
ing him to sort (decide according to stated
premises. Secondly, inclusion of the factor
might clarify the relation of Logical Reasoning
to the EMR factor, evaluation of semantic re-
lations, and verify the test's previously shown
factorial compleXity (Nihira et al. , 1964).
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CMU-Cognition of semantic,unks. The factor usu-
ally called "general reasoning" has been as-
signed to the CMS, cell in the SI model. It is
described as

the ability to comprehend relatively complex
ideas [Guilford and Hoepfner, 1966, p. 6].

Although this factor appears to be isolated by
tests involving arithmetic reasoning, empha-
sis is on understanding and structuring solu-
tions, not providing solutions. Guilford (1959)
stresses this point.

.It should be a broad ability to grasp all
kinds of systems that are conceived in
terms of verbal' concepts , not restricted to
the understanding of problems of an arith-
metical type [Guilford, 1959, p. 472].

Two of the most commonly used referents
for this factor were selected: Ship Destination
and Necessary Arithmetic Operations. The
former required S to compute the distance be-
tween a ship and a port according to given
rules concerning wind direction, ocean cur-
rent, etc. Successive groups of test items
were graduated in complexity by increasing
the number of rules that S was required to
apply for correct solution. In Necessary
Arithmetic Operations S selected from four
choices the numerical operations necessary
to solve a given problem. No computation
was required.

The learning task was thought to reflect
the same type of graduated complexity with
respect to rule application operative in Ship
Destination. It is hypothesized that the fac-
tor marked by these tests is associated with
successful performance on the learning task.

EMR-Evaluation of semantiC relations. The structure-
of-intellect model describes this factor as

the ability to make choices among semantic
relationships on the basis of similarity and
consistency of meanings [Guilford and
Hoepfner, 1966, p. 12].
The selection of the two referential tests

Verbal Analogies III and Best Trend Name was
based on the results of the semantic evaluation
investigation (Nihira et al. , 1964). Verbal
Analogies III followed the typical format for
analogy-type tests but differed in that the
relations between the first pairs of words were
obvious and the choices for completion (the
fourth component) were made difficult "in
order to maximize evaluative variance by re-
quiring S to compare the given alternatives in
the light of the standard relations specified



in the first pairs." Best Trend Name required
S to select the word that best described the
order of four given words.

Since, in the learning task, S was continu-
ally forced to evaluate whether items of infor-
mation (the stimulus sentences) did or did not
meet "certain standards or goals" and, more
specifically during the early sorting phases,
"to evaluate relations between words or ideas,"
it is hypothesized that this factor, if isolated,
contributes substantially to the factorial de-
composition of the learning task.

CMSCognition of semantic systeths. The structure-
of-intellect model defines this factor as

the ability to comprehend the meanings of
words [Guilford and Hoepfner, 1966, p.

The factor generally has appeared under the
label "verbal comprehension" in most factor
analytic studies. Two Educational Testing
Service tests were selected as referents for
the factor: Advanced Vocabulary V-4 and
Advanced Vocabulary V-5. It is hypothesized
that this factor does not load substantially on
any of the six sorting phases of the learning.
task.

PROCEDURE

In September 1966, eight college students
enrolled in an introductory educational psy-
chology course volunteered to serve as subjects
and subsequent critics of a trial version of the
learning task.14 These subjects apparently
had no trouble with the postulates and confined
their censuring corm. , ents to the sentences em-
ployed as stimuli. Upon their combined recom-
mendations, four sentences were replaced.

The Pilot Study

During the following week in afternoon ses-
sions , a pilot study was conducted to evaluate
the effects of variations in feedback and pos-
tulate conditions on the learning task . The
feedback dimension (F) was defined by two
levels, namely:

F : No information provided S with respect
to correct or incorrect categorizing of
stimulus cards.

F+: Immediate informative feedback provided.

In the experiment, Ss receiving informative
feedback were directed to turn over the stimulus

14The trial version is not reported since only
four stimulus cards were changed.

card after placement on the "Yes" or "No" pile.
In the upper right hand corner of the back of
the card was printed either a "Yes" or a "No."
The postulate dimension, likewise bileveled,
was described as:

P : Postulates removed after reading.
P+: Postulates available for reference dur-

ing the entire experiment.

Subjects in a P_ assignment were directed to
place the postulate card face down immediately
after reading it. The four experimental condi-

.tions were:

P F , postulates removed, no feedback;

P F ' postulates removed, immediate feed-- + back;
P+F-, postulates available, no feedback;

P+F+' postulates available, immediate
feedback.

A total of 32 subjects (men and women)
randomly drawn from an introductory educational
psychology course at the University of Wiscon-
sin were randomly assigned to the four experi-
mental conditions. Each subject selected an
experimental session15 most convenient to
him; consequently, it was not uncommon to
administer directions for all four experimental
conditions in the same testing session. After
the experimenter read the written instructions
aloud as each S read silently, additional in-
structions were given orally to S corresponding
to his randomly assigned experimental condition.

Although no information was given to S con-
cerning a maximum time limit for postulate
reading, any S who studied the postulate be-
yond one minute was asked to begin sorting
the cards. Discussions with subjects at the
close of the experiment together with the re-
sults of the data analysis (Chapter III) indi-
cated a problematic fourth postulate. An
alternative interpretation of C. D. Broad's
views were condensed in the fourth postulate
in order to alleviate this problem (See Appendix
B to Jones, 1967).

Additionally, the following changes in the
task and improvements in administration were
suggested by the pilot study:

1. Inci.ease the maximal postulate reading
time to one minute and fifteen seconds for all
postulates except the fourth which should be
allotted one minute and forty7five seconds.

S.

15Three testing sessions were available each
afternoon for the entire week.
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2. Revise the format of the postulate cards
and/or simplify the postulates (See Appendices
A and B to Jones, 1967).

3. Compose a more inclusive and descrip-
tive set of written instructions .16

4. Select the 133.... experimental condition
for use in the factor analytic study.

The Factor Analytic Study

The revised version of the task was admin-
istered to 112 subjects during afternoon ses-
sions of the third week of November. Subjects
selected and signed up in advance for a 1., 2,
3, or 4 o'clock testing-session for any day,
Monday through Friday.

SuffiCient decks of stimulus cards were
produced to permit the processing of at most
12 subjects in each of two consecutive hours.
At the close of each testing session, errors
and number correct in the "Yes" pile for each
subject were counted and the results recorded
on tabs especially provided. Decks.were then
thoroughly shuffled and arranged in packs of
six decks17 each fel. the next testing hour.

Each subject Was assigned an identification
number and assured anonymity throughout the
entire study. No name was ever attached to
any test booklet or task tabsheet.

All experimental sessions were held in either
or both Of two large conference rooms. Subjects
were seated at least five feet apart, no two
subjects at any one table. Distractions were
at a minimum.

Statistical results appear in Chapter III.
Since reliability estimates for some of the

selected ability tests were not available for a
college student population, a small group of
subjects. (college men) was tested and relia-
bilities were computed (See Chapter III).

The test battery was administered during
three massed three-hour testing sessions:
Saturday, December 3, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 and
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. , and Monday, December
5, 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Testing was done
in a small auditorium-type lecture hall (100-
seat capacity).

All tests except Recallecnalo ies and
Letter Sets were machine-scored. For all ability
tests, total number of correct responses was the
measure analyzed.

16The nature and number of queries made by
Ss in the pilot study warranted this change.

17To facilitate scoring procedures, each sub-
ject was provided with six identical decks of
stimulus cardsone to be used after each
postulate reading.
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Statistical descriptions of the ability tests
are reported in Chapter IV.

THE SUBJECTS.

The 32 subjects for the pilot study were
both men and women randomly drawn from.an
introductory educational psychology Course at
the University of Wisconsin. All were either
upper-division of first year graduate students
pursuing the teaching profession. Participation
in the learning experiment satisfied course
requirement. No subject served more than one
hour in the study..

The subjects for the factor-analytic study
were female upper-division or first-year gradu-
ate, students enrolled in three education and/or
educational psychology courses at the University
of Wisconsin. Of the 112 who participated in
the learning. task, 102 coMpleted the three-hour
reference test battery. The maximum total
number of hours served by any one subject was
four. .The mean age of the group completing
all four hours of the testing program was 21.1
years. The frequency distribution of ages
appears in Table 1. All subjects were given
credit in their Tespective classes for partici-
pating.

Table 1

Frequency Table for Ages of Subjects (N =102)

Age in Years Frequency

33 1

27 1

26 4
1

24 2

23 9
22 7

21 25
20 44
19 7

18 1

THE MODELS FOR DATA ANALYSIS

.Univariate Analysis

The structural model appropriate for the
analysis of the pilot study data was of the
form



Xpfsn + a + 0, + y + a$
Pf

+ ay
PS

+
p

ayfs + a0ypfs + 7Tn(pf) + y7Tsn(pf)

+ e
n(pfs)

where'Xpfsn
represents an arbitrary observa-

tion; u, the grand mean; a 2 2
0 and ys ' thef

three main effects at levels p, f, and s respec-
tively; aapf, alps,. and alfs, the three two-
factor interaction effects; a0y pfs

the three-

factor interaction effect; irn(pf), the effect of

person n nested under the treatment combina-
tion represented by the subscripts pf; rrsn(pf)'

the subject x sort interaction effect; and en(pfs)'

the error associated with person n under the
treatment combination indicated by the sub-
scripts pfs. A 2 x 2 x 6 factorial design with
repeated measures across the last factor is
appropriate for evaluating the effects given in
the model and is schematized in Figure 3. The

notation G denotes the group of subjects
assigned to treatment combination P F . Table
2 indicates the orthogonal partitioning of the
total sum of squares used in the analysis.

The model associated with the analysis of
the task data collected on 102 people under
treatment condition P F was

X =p+v + 7 + e
sn 's n sn

where Xsn is an arbitrary observation and

= grand mean

Ys

= effect of person n

esn = error associated with person n at
level s.

= effect of factor S at level s

The appropriate orthogonal partitioning of the
total sum of squares appears in Table 3.

si

Table 2

Summary of Analysis of Variance

Source .of Variation df

Between subjects 31

Groups 3
1

1

P x F 1

Subjects/Groups 28

Within subjects 160
5

S x G 15

S x P 5

S x F
SxPx.F

S x subjects/groups 140

Total 191

Table 3
One-Way Analysis of Variance

Source of Variation df

Between subjects lii

Within subjects

Residual

560
5

555

Total 671

In both the factorial and the one-way re-
peated measures designs covariance matrices
were assumed arbitrary in form. Since tests
on ratios of mean squares were either non-

2
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G
G-+

G+-

G++

G_-

G-+

G+-

G++
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G-+

G
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P+
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F+

Figure 3. Schematic Representation of the
Factorial Design for the Pilot Study
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significant under a regular F test or significant
using the Geisser and Greenhouse (1958) con-
servative test, employment of Box's (1954)
approximate test was unnecessary.

A test of trends is also reported in Chapter
III, the components of "within subject" varia-
tion being partitioned into five nonoverlapping
partsnamely linear, quadratic, cubic, quartic,
and quintic trends each accounting for one
degree of freedom.

Multivariate Analysis

Since "A choice between these two [alpha
and incomplete image analyses] involves essen-
tially a preference for' level of specificity
[Harris and Liba, 1965], " both alpha factor
analysis and incomplete image analysis were
employed to permit a comparison of methods
as well as an analysis of the data.

The following symbolization, based on p
test variables, was observed throughout the
discussion:
R = the p x p observed correlation matrix with

units as diagonal elements.
U2 = a px p diagonal matrix of unique vari-

ances.
S2 = a pxp diagonal matrix with diagonal

elements equal to the reciprocals of cor-
responding diagonal elements of R-1.

H2 = a px p diagonal matrix with communali-
ties as diagonal elements.

D2 = an arbitrary diagonal matrix of charac-
teristic roots corresponding to an arbitrary
characteristic equation. The ele-
ments are individually denoted by d , i =
1,2, ... ,m, where m denotes the number
of roots retained.

Q = a matrix whose columns are the normal-
ized characteristic vectors corresponding
to the solutions of a characteristic equation.

P = an initial (unrotated) factor matrix.
Alpha factor analysis (Kaiser and Caffrey,

1965) emerged as a means for determining com-
mon factors such that each has maximum Kuder-
Richardson or Cronbach alpha reliability. The
restriction is realized by solving the charac-
teristic equation

- U2)H-1 - d2I = 0 .

Obser.re that pre- and postmultiplying R - U2
by the diagonal matrix of the reciprocals of
the communalities merely rescales the variables
in the metric of the common parts of the data
yielding a correlation matrix of the common
parts. Employing the principal component
algorithm, selecting the characteristic roots
greater than one, computing the associated
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normalized characteristic vectors and then
rescaling back to the original metric of the
variables yields F, the initial factor matrix
whose component matric factors are expressed
in

F = HQD.
Retaining only those characteristic vectors
associated with characteristic roots greater
than one is equivalent to retaining only those
alpha factors which have positive generaliza-
bility.

Since the communalities are unknown, trial
values must first be selected and the operations
described above carried out; new communality
estimates based on factors corresponding to
characteristic roots greater than one are com-
puted each time and the procedure is repeated
until fairly stable values are obtained.

A second analysis reported for the total
population was achieved by factoring S-1(R
52)S-1 , a rescaling of the correlation matrix
with smc's (multiple correlation coefficients)
on the diagonal (Harris , 1962). The image
covariance matrix G (Guttman, 1953) may be
written

G = R + S2 R-1
2 - 2S 2

from which

R S2 = G S2 R-1 S2 + S2

obtains. Pre- and postmultiplying by S-1 yields

(1) S-1 - S2)S- 1 = .S-1GS-1 - SR-1S + I.
Let B represent the diagonal matrix of char-
acteristic roots of S-1 RS-1 and Q the matrix
whose columns are the corresponding normal-
ized characteristic vectors; then

S
-1 - 52)5-1 = QBQ' - I

and
-

Q'S
1

(R S
2)S-1Q = [(b -1)] = B - I.

Let.

B I 7,D

where only the bi > 1 18 are retained. The
factor matrix for 'Lthis model .may then be written

F = SQD.
Harris (1962) has shown that

i-1)2
S
-1GS-1 = Q Q'

18The number of roots greater than one equals
Guttman's (1954) "strong" lower bound to the
number of common factors.



and
-

SR S = QB 1Q' .

Pre- and postmultiplying (1) by Q' and Q
respectively gives

(3i-1)
2

1

[(b.-I)] = )] + I.b. b.

The factor matrix F = SQD when approprifely
modified (i.e. , post multiplication by [( ))"i
for b. > 1) gives an incomplete image analy-

ists. This factoring procedure has been des-
cribed by Harris (1964) as "a back door to an
incomplete image analysis." He has shown
that the first m factors (where m eepresents
Guttman's "strong" lower bound for the number
of common factors) of S-1(R-S2)S-1 and the
corresponding fadtor.measurements (estimated)
generate the scores on the image variables .

Both F = HQD and F = SQD represent
initial solutions. The derived solutions were
obtained by applying Kaiser's (1958) normal
varimax method of rotation. The varimax pro-
cedure is based on maximizing the variance of
the squared factor lciAdings for each factor.
"NOrmal" varimax applies the above procedure
to a rescaled F matrix, i.e. , each factor load-
ing is divided by the square root of its com-
munality. The entire process is summarized by:

1. Normalize the rows of F.
2. Carry out the varimax rotation.
3. Rescale the rotated F in the original

metric.

SUMMARY

A verbal concept learning task especially
developed for use in the factor,ianalytic in-

vestigation was described. Instructions,
postulates, and stimulus sentences in their
complete form are given in Jones (1967).

The 16 ability tests selected for the test
battery were discussed in terms of the factors
previously identified by-them and a logical
analysis of similarities of test and task require-
ments. Becauselboth tests recommended as
referents for each of the factors MMC, induc-
tion, EMR, and syllogistic reasoning were
thought to involve activities which were com-
mon to the task, a positive relationship be-
tween task variables and the factors (if isolated)
was hypothesized. A secondary purpose for
inclusion of Logical Reasoning was to clarify
the test's relationship with the.EMR factor.
The factors MMR, MMT, and CMS were se-
lected on the basis of similarities between
only one of the paired referent tests and task
demands. CMU, the verbal comprehension
factor, was hypothesized to be unrelated to
task variables.

A pilot study was conducted prior to the
planned factor analytic investigation in order
to determine the effects of four experimental
conditions (varied along feedback and postulate-
availability dimensions) on learning. A 2 x
2 x 6 factorial denign with repeated measures
across the last (6-leveled) factor was employed
in the analysis of the data. An analysis of
trends was also performed.

After minor revisions, the learning task was
administered to 112 college women. Of these,
102 completed the 3-hour test battery. Task
data (N = 102) were analyzed by means of a
one-way repeated measures analysis of vari-
ance.

The multivariate models employed in ana-
lyzing the learning and ability measures were
alpha factor analysis and a factor analytic
technique which produces factors comparable
to an incomplete image analysis. All factor
matrices were orthogonally rotated by the
normal varimax method.
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III

UNIVARIATE STATISTICAL RESULTS

The univariate statistical results reported
in the chapter appear according to the order of
their occurrence within the total investigation,
namely, analysis of the pilot study, analysis
of the revised learning task, and reliability
estimation.

THE PILOT ST1MY

The original version of the task was admin-
istered in afternoon sessions within the same
week to 32 subjects randomly assigned to the
four experimental groups described in Chapter

Table 4 shows the means and standard de-
viations for each experimental group at each
sorting phase. Three of the means (underlined
in Table 4) were not significantly different from
chance. The occurrence of two of these at the
first sorting phase (P+F- and P-F-) was not
surprising sirice S had only one bit of informa-
tion as basis for judgment. Resort to guessing

Table 4

is plausible under the forced choice situation.
The lack of a significant difference from chance
under the P+F_ condition at the fourth phase
suggested postulate difficulty.

A 2 x 2 x 6 factorial design with repeated
measures (S's total error score at each card
sorting) across the last factor partitioned the
total sum of squares appropriately to test the
following hypotheses:19

1. There is no difference among the six sort
means. H :

0 -..1. 112 "' 11..6.
2. There is no difference between the means

of the two feedback conditions.
H,

..,*

3. There is no difference between the two
means of the postulate factor.

HO: 111...
19The ordered subscript notation for an arbi-
trary observation Xpfsi is defined as follows:
p, postulate level; f, feedback level; s, sort
number; i, individual.

Means and Standard Deviations, Criterion: Total Error Score

Sort 1 Sort 2 Sort 3 Sort 4

P F M+ -
Sd

P F M+ +
Sd

P F M
Sd

P-F+ M
Sd

23.2a 18.4 15.4
7.45 3.77

15.5

5.15

14. E 12.0
3.67 4.74

22.2

6.06

19.5 17.6
8.20 4.61

16.6 10.1
7.35 5.60

5.74

6.8
3.15

22.2
8.64

10.0
6.44

18.8
9.28
4.6
3.67

Sort 5 Sort 6

18.2 16.0
5.56 7.18

9.5 8.5
5.05 6.71

17.0 14.6
5.22 5.81

4.5 4.0
3.94 4.72

aUnderlined means are not significantly different from chance.
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4. The shapes of the learning curves defined
over the six sorting phases for the two pos-
tulate conditions are the same. This in-
formation obtains from testing

H P P + = 0.
0.

p
p. s. p... ..s.

5. The shapes of the learning curves corres-
ponding to the two feedback levels are the
same. The appropriate interaction test is:

HO: P.fs. P.f.. P..s..+ P.... 0"

6. There is no difference among the means
(computed over the six sorts) for the four
experimental conditions. Consider an
arbitrary observation represented by Xgsi
where g = 1 , 2,3,4 indicates the experi-
mental group, s = 1 , 2,... ,6, the sorting
phase, and i = 1,2 8 the individual.
Then

H : p = = =
0 1.. "3.. "4..

7. The shapes of the learning curves associ-
ated with the four experimental conditions
are identical. In analogous fashion to 4
and 5, but using the notation in 6, we test

H
0

: p
gs. g..

+ p = 0.

The results of the analysis of variance per-
formed on the total error scores are summarized
in Table 5. Since the population variance-
covariance matrix was assumed arbitrary, the
Geisser and Greenhouse (1958) conservative
test was employed in evaluating the signifi-
cance of the sort factor main effect. Only
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 6 were rejected. A
post mortem Scheffe test on the four experi-
mental group means (Table 6) showed three of

the six possible pairwise differences signifi-
cant, namely P-F+ and P-F-, P-F+ and P+F-,

P+F+ and P+F_. Failure to reject the fourth,
fifth, and seventh hypotheses permitted the
conclusion that the shapes of the learning
curves associated with each hypothesis were
not different. Statistical identity of shape,
however, does not imply coincidence. Table
7 summarizes the results of appropriate joint
tests (Geisser and Greenhouse, 1958, pp.
890-891) permitting answers to the following
queries:

1. Do the vectors of means over the sort
factor corresponding to the four experimental
groups come from the same population?
Testing, jointly,

Ho:

all g,s,
Ho:

Pgs.
Pg..

and

= u for all g,g

= 0 for

an arbitrary observation being denoted by Xgsi

(see above), yields the desired results (i.e.,
pgs. = p.s. for all g,$). See G and G x S
in Table 7.

Table 5

ANOVA for Total Error Scores

Source of
Variation df MS

Between subjects 31

Groups 3 1386.10 15.29**

1 247.52 2.73

1 3780.75 41.70**

P x F 1 130.02 1.43

Subjects/Gr. 28 90.66

Within subjects 1 60

5 295.36 9.36**

S x G 15 32.44 1.03

S x P 5 19.60 <1

S x F 5 55.82 1.77
SxPxF 5 21.90 <1

S x S/Gr. 140 31.55

**p < .01

Table 6

Scheffe Post Mortem Test on the Six Pairwise
Differences of the Four Experimental Means

P F- +
7.8

P F+ +
11.7

P F

18.3

P F
+

18.9

MN WOO 3.9 10.5**
6.6

11.1**
7.2**
.6

**p < .01. Smallest significant difference =
7.198.

Table 7

Joint Tests for Profile Clusters

Source of
Variation df MS

G and G x S 18 258.03 6. 23**

P and P x S 6 57.58 1.39
F and F x S 6 676.65 1 6.34**

Within cell 1 68 41.40

**p < .01

2. Is there a significant difference between
the mean vectors corresponding to the two
levels of the postulate factor? The appropri-
ate joint test utilizes both
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H : p -0 p.s. P.S.

for all p, 8,

H : p = u
0 p... ..e.

- + p = 0
..s.

for all p,

an arbitrary observation being symbolized by
Xpsfi (see Note 19). Observe line 2, P and
P x S of Table 7.

3. Lastly, are the two vectors of means
associated with the two levels of the feed-
back factor significantly different? In ana-
logous fashion, we consider simultaneously

and

HO: P.fs. P.f.. P..s. P....

for all f, s,

Ho: p.f.. = p.. for all p.

Results of the appropriate conservative F
tests indicated that the two feedback curves
were not coincident and that at least one pair
of curves associated with the experimental
groups among the six possible pairwise com-
parisons was significantly different position-
wise (i.e. , although statistical identity in
shape existed, coincidence did not).

Examination of the profiles of means in
Figures .4,5, and 6 suggests an overall linear
trend. A disturbing influence at the fourth
sorting phase is evident in all three figures
for conditions not involving F.4. and indicates
a possible cubic trend. The profile of the sort
factor at F+ in Figure 5 and P...F+ in Figure 6
further suggests the rectangular hyperbola as
a probable model fitting the data of those ex-
perimental conditions.

20
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14

10
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12

28

8
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An analysis of trends is reported in Table
8. Since there are six card sorting phases,
any of the learning curves could be described
completely by a fifth degree equation. Results
showed a significant linear trend at the .01
level in the main effect of the sort factor im-
plying that the slope of the best-fitting line
(to the profile of overall sort-means) is sig-
nificantly different from zero. That none of
the interactions associated with linearity
were significant indicated that the slopes of
the best-fitting lines to the profiles of means
corresponding to specific interactions did not
differ. Cubic trends were significant at the
.05 level indicating that a cubic curve is a
better fit to the data than either linear or
quadratic functions. The S x F interaction
under cubic trends was significant at the .10
level giving statistical support to observable
evidence of a more dominant cubic trend in
the simple effects of the sort factor at level
F. than Results of tests associated with
quartic and quintic components of variation
were all nonsignificant and, therefore, omit-
ted from Table 8.

Analysis of the Revised Version of the Task (N = 102)

The learning task was administered to 112
subjects; only 102 of these completed the 3-
hour test battery. All statistics and analyses
reported were based on the smaller (N = 102)
group. Table 9 shows the means, standard
deviations, and standard errors of measure-
ment of each sorting stage. Standard errors
are upper-bound estimates computed from the

2 3 4
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5 6
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Main Effect

P-

Figure 4. S Profiles at Both Levels of P and S Main Effect
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Table 8

Analysis of Trends

Within Subjects df MS

Linear Trends
1 1245.04 19.47**

S x G 3 55.56 .87
S x P 1 56.58 .88
S x F 103.72 1.62
SxPxF 1 6.43 .10

S x S/Gr. 28 63.96

Quadratic Trends
1 96.63 3.19+

S x G 3 32.61 1.12
S x P 1 19.17 .66
S x F 1 36.91 1.27
SxPxF 1 41.75 1.44

S x S/Gr. 28 29.02

Cubic Trends
1 98.96 5.16*

S x G 3 39.54 2.06
S x P 1 2.06 .11
S x F 1 74.03 3.86+
SxPxF 1 42.54 2.22

S x S/Gr. 28 19.16

+ p <.10
* p <.05
** p <.01

formula S.E. = S.D. ,/1 - rxxl where rxxi
represents the lower-bound estimate of the
reliability coefficient .20 The reliability rxx.
is the correlation between two replicate mea-
sures of x where x represents one of the six
sorting stages.

20 Lower-bound estimates of reliabilities are
communalities of corresponding variables ob-
tained from the incomplete image analysis,
Chapter IV.

Table 9

An important consideration in the analysis
of the task measures was the relationship be-
tween observed gain (g) and true gain (G). 21

Lower-bcund estimates (communalities) for
task-variance reliabilities (rxx.) were employed
in all computations; hence, the degree of in-
surance against the observed change being a
product of chance fluctuation is conservative.
Table 10 shows the estimated reliabilities
(rggl) of observed change for all possible com-
binations of task variables. For example, the
last element in the first row represents the
lower-bound estimate of the reliability of the
observed change between Sort 1- and Sort 6-
scores . The computation formula (Lord, 1963)
is

2 2s r - 2ssr + sry yr y x Xy x xx'
gg

s
2 - 2s s r + sx2

y x xy
where

s2 = variance of measures at stage y,

2sx = variance of measures at stage x,

r = correlation of measures at stagesxy x and y,
= reliabilities of stage scores.xx' YY'

The reliability coefficient (r ,) is a ratio of
gg

2true gain variance (sG) to observed gain vari-
ance (s 2). Table 11 shows the estimated (con-

servative) correlations (rgG) between observed

change and true change. Computing formula is

rgG = ,/rgg'
.

21 Since total error score was the dependent
measure, gain (g or G) is expressed b'y a nega-
live number.

Means, Standard Deviations, and Standard Errors of
Measurement of the Six Stages of the Concept Learning Task

(N = 102)

Sort 1 Sort 2 Sort 3 Sort 4 Sort 5 Sort 6

Mean 21.5 16.8 12.3 13.8 15.8 12.2
S.D. 6.89 7.07 5.55 7.35 8.54 5.92
S.E. 4.82 4.41 3.42 3.61 3.91 3.37
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Table 10

Re liabilities (r ) of Measured Change

Task Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sort 1
Sort 2
Sort 3
Sort 4
Sort 5

.48 .17 .44
.12 .43

.28

. 40 .33

. 44 .27

.47 .15

.03 .21
.49

Figure 7 is a scatterplot -of total error
scores for the first and sixth card-sorting
phases. The extimated value (G) of true
change (G) is given by

G = G bGx.y(x - + bGy.x(y - y)

where x, y and X, -1-7 are observed stage scores

and means respectively, and G = y - x (since

40

3 2

Table 11

Estimated Correlations (rgG) Between

Observed Change and True Change

Task Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sort 1
Sort 2
Sort 3
Sort 4
Sort 5

.69 .42 .66
.34 66

.53

. 64 .58

. 67 .5 2

.68 .39

.17 .46
.70

G = 0 /

for large N, Y - X = y - x). Computing
formulas for bGx.y and bGy.x (Lord, 1963,

p. 28) yielded the equation
G = - 6.69 - .32x+ .35y,

The lines defined by the above equation for

G = 0, -5, -10, -15 have been drawn and
indic,Aed in Figure 7; the four equations are:

24

1 6

= 0

G = -10

a

I
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I /*

/ 2
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po
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= -15 /

8 / 171--- 474-721 40r-m.
/First Card-Sort Scor9s

Figure 7. Scatterplot of First and Sixth Card-Sort Scores
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a = 0, -.32x + .35y = 6.69
G = -5, -.32x + 35y = 1.69
G = -10, -.32x + .35y = -3.31
G = -15, -.32x + .35y = 8.31

The line x = y (no observed change) has also
been drawn and labeled (g = 0). The ten points
above the line g = 0 represent subjects whose
observed scores showed a "loss" (i.e. , an
increase in total errors between the first and
sixth card-sort); however, these points fall
below G = 0 (the line representing zero true
change) and, therefore, are estimated to have
true gain, the discrepancies being attributed
to errors of measurement. Only one subject's
observed change was zero (the point on the
line g = 0); his estimated true gain,. hoih',ver,
was better than -5. All but 6 of the 102 sub-
jects showed a true gain beyond -5 (i.e. , the
total error score decreased by more than five
points); of these 96 subjects, four actually
exhibited a loss (i.e. , increase in total error
score). Furthermore, the line (g = 0) repre-
senting zero observed gain (or any line of
constant observed gain) is not parallel to lines
representing estimated true gain which implies
that subjects with the same observed gain do
not have the same estimated true gain. With
respect to this situation, Lord (1963, p. 30)
commented, "All this is due to a regression
effect acting on the errors of measurement;
if there were no errors of measurement, this
effect would disappear."

Table 12 shows the distribution .of total
error scores for each card-sorting stage.

Table 13 summarizes score frequencies for
the six sorting stages with respect to non-
chance occurrence at three confidence levels,
The second column indicates the smallest dif-
ference (between an individual score and its
group mean).that is not likely to have occurred
by chance at the three selected significance
levels. The last column presents the number
of significant differences which could have
occurred by chance alone. Computations for
Table 13 employed the conservative (upper-
bound) estimate of the standard error of mea-
surement obtained from communalities (see pp.
28 and 30). Smallest significant differences
were derived from

Smallest Difference = (S.E.
(

- ) (Appro--priate normal deviate) x x)

where
/101S.E. - = S.E 'xi 102 (Davis, 1964,(x - x) p. 190).

Tukey's test for nonadditivity (Winer, 19-6-2-,
pp. 216-218) was applied to the data to insure
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Table 12

Frequency Distribution Table for the Six
Card-Sorting Stages (N = 102)

Class Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort
Intervala 1 2 3 4 5 6

37-39 0 1 0 1 0 0
34-36 2 0 0 0 2 0
31-33 8 0 1 0 5 0
28-30 15 3 0 3 4 1

25-27 14 3 0 3 7 2
22-24 10 9 4 9 14 5
19-21 15 11 10 11 9 9
16-18 15 16 9 17 7 11
13-15 14 10 20 9 6 18
10-12 6 13 20 13 14 15
7-9 2 19 25 19 22 24
4- 6 1 14 9 14 11 13
1- 3 0 3 4 3 1 4

aTotal error score

that the additive model described in Chapter
II was appropriate for analyzing the data.
Table 14 shows the orthogonal breakdown of
the residual, sum of squares and resulting non-
significant ratio of mean squares (for nonad-
ditivity).

Table 15 summarizes the results of an
analysis of variance. Since the covariance
matrix was assumed arbitrary, the Geisser
and Greenhouse conservative test was em-
ployed in determining the significance (.01
level) of the sort factor. Significance of the
main effect and direction of the means indi-
cated nonchance performance (learning). The
graph of the six sort means is presented in
Figure 8.

Table 16 summarizes the results of a trend
analysis. The increase in goodness of fit
provided by each of the successively higher
order polynomials through the fourth degree
fitted to the data was significant.

RELIABILITY ESTIMATION

Eight of the ability tests22 were not pre-
checked with respect to reliability estimation
since Lemke's (1965) study reported satisfactory

22Letter Sets, Locations, Nonsense Syllo-
gisms, Logical Reasoning, Necessary Arith-
metic Operations, Ship Destination, Ad-
vanced Vocabulary V-4, and Advanced Vocabu-
lary V-5.
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Table 13

Frequency Summary

Task
Variable

Significance
Level

Smallest
Sig. Dif-
ference

Sort 1

Sort 2

Sort 3

Sort 4

Sort 5

Sort 6

. 01

. 05
. 15

. 01
. 05
. 15

. 01
. 05
. 15

. 01

.05
. 15

.01
. 05
. 15

.01

. 05

. 15

12.4
9.4
6.9

11 3
8. 6
6. 3

8 . 8
6 . 7
4 . 9

9.3
7 . 0
5 . 2

10.0
7 . 6
5.6
8.6
6.6
4.8

Non-chance
Frequencies Frequencies

Possible by
Chance AloneSig..# Sig.#

x < x x > Total

3 2 5 2

8 1 18 6

18 17 35 16

3 5 8 2

16 10 26 6

19 20 39 16

4 5 9 2

8 15 23 6

18 20 38 16

8 12 20 2

17 19 36
29 27 56 16

5 13 18 2

27 22 49 6

38 32 70 16

4 8 12 2

10 17 27 6

27 23 50 16

Table 14

Partitioning of Residual Sum of Squares for
Tukey's Test for Nonadditivity

Source of
Variation df MS

Residual 305
Nonadditivity 1

Ba:'ance 504
25.83 1.18
21.97

to good coefficients23 for all eight tests for a
similar population (college females). Previ-
ously reported reliabilities for 10 tests drawn
from the Guilford laboratory (8 of which were
included in the test battery and described in
Chapter II) ranged from .46 to .76. Reliability
estimates , however, had been computed from
scores obtained from eleventh-grade students.

23Reliability estimates were derived from
correlations of split-halves followed by the
Spearman-Brown correction for test length;
the coefficients ranged from .64 to .93.

Table 15

Analysis of Variance Summary for Total Error
Scores on the Learning Task (N = 102)

Source of
Variation df MS

Between
Subj ects 101

Within
Subj ects 510
Sort
Residual

5 1261.40 57.39**
505 21.98

**p <.01.

Because of the disparity in populations , the
10 tests were administered to a small group
(N = 14) of college males and reliabilities
were computed.

Table 17 compares reliability coefficients
based on raw scores and scores corrected for
guessing. Best Word Class and Sentence
Selection were eliminated as potential ele-
ments of the test battery. Sentence Selection
had been selected as a Guilford EMI reference
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22 -

20 -

18 -

16 -

14 -

12 -

10 -

1

Table 16

Analysis of Trends

r-
2 3 4 5 6

Six Stages of the Learning Task

Figure 8. Profile of Means

Source of
Variation df MS

Within
Subjects
Sort 5

Ltriear 1 3351.77 152.49**
Quadratic 1 1185.45 53.93**
Cubic 1 1201.62 54.67**
Quartic 1 520.29 23.67**
Quintic 1 47.86 2.18

Residual 505 21.98

**p < .01

test; Logical Reasoning replaced it. Dropping
Best Word Class necessitated deleting Class
Name Selection, the companion marker-test
for Guilford's EMC factor.
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Table 17

Reliability Estimates for Ten Ability Tests
(N = 14)

Test Name

r (derived
from raw
scores)

r (derived
from scores
corrected
for guessing)

Picture Class Memory MONO .81
Classified Information .72 .55
Remembered Relations .79 .79
Recalled Analogies .76 .76
Double Meanings ON. 1=1 .46
Homonyms .97 .95
Verbal Analogies .82 .82
Best Trend Name .62 .62
Best Word Class .02 .03
Sentence Selection .22 .23



IV

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSES

Factor analtic results are presented in this
chapter according to the population analyzed,
namely the total population, symbolized by
GT' and two subgroups of the total population,

GE
< 1 2

and GE > 1 2.
GE < 1 2

was defined

as the set of all subjects achieving a total
error score less than cwelve at the sixth card-
sorting stage; the complement of GE < 1 2

in

GT was denoted by GE > 12' Both alpha and

incomplete image analyses are reported for GT,
only alpha factor analyses for the two sub-
groups.

THE TO7AL POPULATION

Tables 18, 19, and 20 summarize measures
descriptive of the total group (N = 102). All
correlations are Pearson product-moment coef-
ficients. Frequency distribution tables for
task and test variables are presented in the
original report (Jones, 19 67). Scores on task
variables are total number of errors; scores on
ability tests represent the number of correct
responses. It therefore follows that a positive
relationship between a task variable and an
ability test is expressed as a negative cor-
relation coefficient. The meaning inherent in
the opposition of signs is likewise reflected
in the loadings of variables on any one factor;
i.e. , an arbitrary factor exhibiting substantial
positive correlations with a task variable and
negative correlations with ability tests does
not imply bipolarity.

Tables 21 and 22 present the orthogonally
rotated factor matrices of alpha and incomplete
image analyses. All coefficients greater than
or equal to .30 have been underlined. Six
alpha and twelve image factors were extracted.
The incomplete image solution is discussed
concomitantly with alpha for maximum compara-
tive and explanatory value.

Table 18

Means and Standard Deviations of the Six
Stages of the Concept Learning Task and the

Sixteen Ability Tests
(N = 10 2)

Variable Name
and Number Mean

Standard
Deviation

1. Task: Sort 1 21 . 48 6. 89
2. Task: Sort 2 16.77 7.07
3. Task: Sort 3 12.27 5.55
4. Task: Sort 4 13.81 7.35
5. Task: Sort 5 15.81 8.54
6. Task: Sort 6 12.16 5.92
7. Picture Class Memory 34.86 6.24
8. Classified Information 54.06 7.60
9 Remembered Relations 22.14 5 . 98

10. Recalled Analogies 19.39 5.00
11. Double Meanings 24.65 8.17
12. Homonyms 11.59 3.95
13. Letter Sets 22.70 3.14
14. Locations 10.86 3.58
15. Nonsense Syllogisms 18.13 4.30
16. Logical Reasoning 16. 70 2. 05
17. Necessary Arithmetic

Operations 20.33 3.69
18. Ship Destination 13.66 3.33
19. Advanced Vocabulary

V-4 22.29 4.55
20. Advanced Vocabulary

V-5 20.88 5.77
21 Verbal Analogies III 13. 08 2. 33
22. Best Trend Name 16.08 1.99

As principles of classification (deduced
mathematically), factors were conveniently
labeled Alpha 1, Alpha II, Image I, etc. In-
terpretive factor denotation should in no way
be construed as scientific factor evidence.
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Table 19

Re liabilities and Standard Errors of
Measurement for Ability Tests and Stages of

the Concept Learning Task (N = 10 2)

Variable Name Relia-
and Number bilitya

Standard
error of

Measurement

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
1 2.
1 3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.
22.

Task: Sort 1 .55b

Task: Sort 2 .61b

Task: Sort 3 62
b
bTask: Sort 4 . 76
bTask: Sort 5 .79

.66bTask: Sort 6
Picture Class Memory .59
Classified Information .83
Remembered Relations .70
Recalled Analogies .51
Double Meanings .78
HomonymS .71
Letter Sets . 56
Locations .60
Nonsense Syllogisms 64

b
Logical Reasoning .40
Nec. Arith. Operations.64
Ship Destination . 56c
Advanced Vocabulary
V-4 .70
Advanced Vocabulary
V-5 .78
Verbal Analogies III .33
Best Trend Name .54

4.82
4.41
3.42
3. 61
3.91
3.37
3.98
3.15
3.26
3.52
3.80
2.13
2.07
2.25
2.58
1.58
2.22
2.22

2. 48

2. 69
1.91
1 . 35

aAll reliability coefficients (unless otherwise
noted) are parallel halves correlations cor-
rected for length by the Spearman-Brown
formula.

bLower bound estimates of reliability obtained
from communalities of variable (Incomplete
Image Solution).

cKuder-Richardson Formula 21.

Such attached "surplus meaning" is operative
in the theoretical domain only, supporting,
suggesting, and/or refuting hypotheses.

Superscripts were attached to factor load-
ings in the following interpretations to indi-
cate the rank of a specified loading within the
factorial structure of the corresponding variable.

A. Meaningful-Memory Factors

Alpha I Image II

7. Picture Class
Memory (MMC) .66 1 .611

8. Classified.
Information (MMC) .54 1 .57 1
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9. Remembered
Relations (MMR)

10. Recalled
Analogies (MMR)

Alpha I Image 11

. 64
1

. 62
1

. 38
1 .41

1

11. Double
. 64

1 .63 1
Meanings (MMT)

1 2. Homonyms (MMT)
1 47

1

14. Locations (I) .302 .192

17. Nec. Arithmetic
Operations (CMS) .303 . 245

1 8. Ship Destination
1

(CMS) .274. 37

Discussion:
Both analyses clearly isolated a factor

which loaded substantially on the six memory
tests. Some memory tests showed moderate
to small loadings on a second factor in both.
analyses but no combinatorial alignments
occurred (in the total population) suggestive
of Guilford's MMC, MMR, and MMT.

Three reasoning tests displayed loadings of
.30 or better with Alpha I. Sjal Destination
showed its largest correlation with this factor.
Image II showed the same pattern of loadings
for reasoning tests but loadings were of lesser
strength. It was concluded that for Ss involved
in this study a meaningful-memory ability as
measured by tests included in this battery is
related to successful performance on certain
reasoning tests. The role of memory with re-
spect to performande on reasoning tests appeared
more definitive in the subgroup analyses.

B. Within Task Factors

1. Task: Sort 1

Alpha II In_jagel

.60 11
.55

2. Task: Sort 2 .542 .62 1

3. Task: Sort 3 . 67
1

73
1

4. Task: Sort 4 .80 1 .80
1

5. Task: Sort 5 .89
1 .83 1

6. Task: Sort 6 . 74
1

75
1

14. Locations (I) -.253 -.183

17. Nec. Arithmetic
Operations (CMS) -.322 -.313

18. Ship Destination
(CMS) -.303 -.275

Discussion:
This factor is one of the expected "practice

matrix" reclassifications. (The other is Alpha



Table 20

Correlation Matrix of Task and Ability Variable (N = 102)

Variable Name
and Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Task: Sort 1 56 50 40 50 40 -08 01 -11 -10 -05

2. Task: Sort 2 56 58 46 50 50 -16 -1 2 -24 -19 -06

3.. Task: Sort 3 50 58 62 56 58 -19 -05 -24 -21 -11

4. Task: Sort 4 40 46 62 78 66 -33 -08 -21 -30 -13

5. Task: Sort 5 50 50 56 78 72 -28 -00 -13 -19 -06
6. Task: Sort 6 40 50 58 66 72 -31 -03 -27 -28 -14
7. Picture Class Memory -08 -1 6 -19 -33 -28 -31 40 43 44 36

8. Classified Information 01 -1 2 -05 -08 -00 -03 40 32 22 38

9. Remembered Relations -11 -24 -24 -21 -13 -27 43 32 29 47

10. Recalled Analogies -10 ..-19 -21 -30 -19 -28 44 22 29 40

11. Double Meanings 05 -06 -11 -13 -06 -14 36 38 47 40

12. Homonyms -06 -15 -15 -25 -26 -30 45 28 41 19 33

13. Letter Sets -07 -22 -21 -16 -18 -26 20 15 23 31 16

14. Locations -12 -18 -20 -29 -29 -25 26 16 13 27 23

15. Nonsense Syllogisms 02 -07 -06 -25 -18 -15 19 08 11 35 20

16. Logical Reasoning -20 -26 -27 -20 -16 -25 11 05 10 26 02

17. Necessary Arithmetic
Operations -32 -33 -33 -38 -32 -36 29 09 39 34 33

18. Ship Destination -23 -33 -26 -35 -35 -34 39 18 39 29 15

19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 -04 -08 -04 -13 -13 -14 12 13 11 21 10

20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 -10 -04 -10 -13 -09 -15 12 05 02 27 09

21. Verbal Analogies III -25 -25 -19 -25 -26 ,21 17 16 13 24 07

22. Best Trend Name -17 -35 -19 -23 -16 -19 19 15 15 24 16

Variable Name
and Number 12 13 14 15 1 6. 17 18 19 20 21 22

1. Task: Sort 1 -06 -Or -12 02 -20 -32 -23 -04 -10 -25 -17

2. Task: Sort 2 -15 -22 -18 -07 -26 -33 -33 -08 -04 -25 -35

3. Task: Sort 3 -15 -21 -20 -06 -27 -33 -26 -04 -10 -19 -19
4. Task: Sort 4 -25 -16 -29 -25 -20 -38 -35 -13 -13 -25 -23
S. Task: Sort 5 -26 -18 -29 -18 -16 -32 -35 -13 -09 -26 -16
6. Task: Sort 6 -30 -26 -25 -15 -25 -36 -34 -14 -15 -21 -19
7. Picture Class Memory 45 20 26 19 11 29 39 1 2 12 17 19

8. Classified Information 28 15 16 08 05 09 18 13 05 16 15

9. Remembered Relations 41 23 13 11 10 39 39 11 02 13 15

10. Recalled Analogies 19 31 27 35 26 34 29 21 27 24 24

11. Double Meanings 33 1 6 23 20 02 33 15 10 09 07 16

12. Homonyms 36 37 18 14 24 35 19 14 19 18

13. Letter Sets 36 44 21 42 37 38 -10 03 13 13

14. Locations 37 44 25 11 38 38 -08 04 0.0 13

15. Nonsense Syllogisms 18 21 25 28 38 21 22 32 30 27

7,6. Logical Reasoning 14 42 11 28 19 20 05 15 12 14

17. Necessary Arithmetic
Operations 24 37 38 38 19 38 02 11 31 25

18. Ship Destination 35 38 38 21 20 38 13 14. 19 32

19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 19 -10 -08 22 05 02 13 71 23 17

20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 14 03 04 32 15 11 14 71 22 23

21. Verbal Analogies III 19 13 00 30 12 31 19 23 22 28

22. Best Trend Name 18 13 13 27 14 25 32 17 23 28

NOTE. Decimal points omitted
37



Table 21

Alpha Factor Analysis , Rotated Factor Matrix
Total Population (N = 102)

Variable Name
and Number II III IV V VI h

2

1. Task: Sort 1 05 55 01 -07 -43 00 49
2. Task: Sort 2 -11 54 03 -19 -59 0.2 69

3. Task: Sort 3 -09 67 01 -15 -28 -01 56
4. Task: Sort 4 -17 80 -08 -04 -04 -23 73
5. Task: Sort 5 -08 89 -08 -06 00 -11 82
6. Task: Sort 6 -17 74 -11 -18 -07 -07 64
7. Picture Class Memory 66 -21 10 10 .-01 11 50
8. Classified Information 54 07 07 03 12 00 32
9. Remembered Relations 64 -14 -03 09 15 02 46

10. Recalled Analogies 38 -13 17 21 09 36 37
11. Double Meanings 64 01 -.01 -03 -03 22 47
12. Homonyms 53 -18 13 26 06 04 41

13. Letter Sets 22 -08 -09 86 04 12 82
14. Locations 30 -25 -12 37 -18 .24 40
15. Nonsense Syllogisms 09 -03 24 21 02 70 61

16. Logical Reasoning 01 -15 10 42 18 14 26
17 . Necessary Arithmetic

Operations 30 -32 -10 19 20 47 50
18. Ship Destination -30 06 32 14 15 37
19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 14 -06 89 -09 06 02 82
20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 03 -06 74 08 '06 22 61

21. Verbal Analogies III 14 -16 21 00 35 28 29

22. Best Trend Name 19 -13 16 10 3.2 25 26

NOTE: Decimal points omitted

Variance 2.5 3.5 1.6 1.5 1.0 1.3
Percent of Total Variance 11.4 15.8 7.2 6.8 4.7 5.8
Percent of Common Variance 22.1 30.5 14.0 13.1 9.0 11.3
Common Variance = 11.38

V [and its correspondent Image VII]). The con-
struct associated with the factor was defined
in terms of the categorizing behavior demanded
of S in the learning task, i.e. , the ability to
respond to stimulus items as representatives
of a class rather than as individual entties.
A likely interpretation of the pattern exhibited
by task-variable loadings is Gagne's "concept
learning":

The learner becomes able to respond in a
single way to a collection as a class...
[Gagn, 1965, p. 1141.
The correlations of two reasoning tests

CLocatim and Ship Destination) with Alpha
II (and to a lesser degree with Image I) sup-
ported logical arguments offered in Chapter
with respect to relatedness of task and test
requirempntri
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C. Verbal Comprehension (CMU) Factors

Alpha III Image III

19. Advanced Vocabulary
V-4 (CMU)

20. Advanced Vocabulary
V-5 (CMTJ)

.891
1.80

.741 1

Discus sion:
Both analyses clearly identified the verbal-

comprehension factor. There was no relation-
ship between task variables and CMU for the
total population.

D. Reasoning Factors

Alpha IV Image IV Image V
(Inductive) (Deductive) (Inductive)

12. Homonyms
(MMT) .26 . 362



Table 22

Incomplete Image Analysis, Rotated Factor Matrix
Total Population (N = 102)

Variable Name
and Number I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII h 2

1. Task: Sort 1 60 07 -03 -07 -04 13 -20 -17 -14 04 -24 -08 55
2. Task: Sort 2 62 -09 .00 -20 -04 11 -37 -12 -05 06 -11 -03 61
3, Task: Sort 3 73 -10 -01 -19 -02 01 -11 -11 -06 08 05 -06 62
4. Task: Sort 4 80 -14 -06 -01 -13 -26 -03 08 03 -09 01 00 76
5. Task: Sort 5 83 -04 -06 02 -19 -13 01 08 09 -11 -08 05 79
6. Task: Sort 6 750 -15 -10 -15 -13 -09 02 -04 08 -08 01 10 66
7. Picture Class Memory -20 61 07 04 17 11 02 -07 04 24 05 -01 53
8. Classified Information 03 57 04 04 06 -04 15 -14 02 -04 09 07 40
9. Remembered Relations -15 62 01 09 04 -00 08 34 -11 09 00 -02 5C

10. Recalled Analogies -15 41 19 25 1 2 33 07 02 27 05 -02 -06 50
11. Double Meanings -02 63 04 -0 2 10 20 00 15 05 -1 6 -09 -04 51
12. Homonyms -14 V 14 11 36 01 00 01 -29 08 09 -05 51
13. Letter Sets -10 19 -09 53 44 09 05 09 -05 03 04 -05 55
14. Locations -18 19 -06 11 63 15 04 00 04 -02 -05 02 51
15. Nonsense Syllogisms -04 10 23 17 18 57 13 02 -01 01 08 -00 47
16. Logical Reasoning -18 02 08 58 06 11 08 00 02 01 03 02 40
17. Nec. Arith. Operations -31 24 -02 13 29 34 15 38 07 -01 14 02 56
18. Ship Destination -27 27 09 16 37 04 26 14 -05 28 04 -01 49
19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 -07 12 80 -04 -08 05 07 -02 -06 03 05 -02 68
20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 -05 03 79 09 04 15 08 02 06 -01 03 01 67
21. Verbal Analogies III -21 12 18 08 -04 25 24 04 -04 03 ;39 -01 37
22. Best Trend Name -16 15 16 08 08 17 48 02 01 02 08 -00 35

NOTE: Decimal points omitted

Variance 3.6 2.2 1.5 .9 1.1 .9 .6 .4 .2 .3 .04
Percent of Total Variance 16.3 10.1 6.7 4.2 5.1 4.0 2.9 1.8 1.1 1.0 1.4 .2
Percent of Common Variance 29.8 18.4 12.3 7.7 9.3 7.4 5.2 3.3 2.0 1.8 2.5 .3
Common Variance = 12.06

Alpha IV Image IV Image V
(Inductive) (Deductive) (Inductive)

13. Letter
Sets (I)

14. Locations
(I)

16. Logical
Reasoning
(RS)

17. Ship
Destination
(CMS)

.86 1 .53 1

.37 1

.42 1 .58 1

.3 22

.442

.63 1

]

Discussion:
Alpha IV was heavily loaded with reasoning

tests; its leading identifier (Letter Sets) sug-
gested the inductive-re&oning interpretation.
Two image factors (IV and V) which appeared to

have been fused in Alpha IV each loaded sub-
stantially on Letter Sets. Identification of each
image factor,was based on the remaining prime
contributors to factor variance. Image IV was
interpreted as a deductive-reasonii g factor,
Image V, an inductive-reasoning factor.

Letter Sets was a relatively pure measure of
Alpha IV; its communality was .82 and its sec-
ond highest loading was .22 (Alpha I). Logical
Reasoning did not display its usual factorial
complexity; however, only 26% of the test's
variance was accounted for in the alpha analy-
sis, 40% by image factors.

E. Early Task FactOrz (Also Guilford's EMR)

Alpha V Image VII Image XI
(EMR) (EMR) ? (EMR) ?

1. Task: Sort 1 -.432 -.203 -.242
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2. Task:
Sort 2

3. Task:
Sort 3

21. Verbal
Analogies
III (EMR)

1-paiL Image VII Image XI
(EMR) (EMR)? (EMR) ?

-.591 -.372

-.282

.351 243

22. Best Trend
Name (EMR) .321 .481

.391

Discus sion:
Alpha V was isolated by early task variables

and the two EMR tests. The factor appeared to
be a coalition of Image VII and Image XI.

The interpretation of Alpha V clearly resided
in the communality of EMR testand early
taskrequirements (see Chapter II for a dis-
cussion of the paralleled activity). The Guilford
SI interpretation, i.e. , the ability to evaluate .
relations between words or ideas, was not con-
sidered incompatible with an "aMlity to make
multiple discriminations." The pattern of load-
ings exhibited by task variables on Alpha V was
attributed to multiple discrimination learning.
Gagne's (19 65) definition of the latter term is:

...the individual becomes capable of making
different responses to the different members
of a particular collection [p. 114].
The isolation of two image factors related to

task variables and EMR tests made interpretation
difficult. Image VII loaded on the same variables
as Alpha V. Image XI carried Verbal Analogies
highest loading and suggested that some aspect
of activity required of S at the first card-sorting
phase was related to Verbal Analogies but not to
Best Trend Name. The latter test exhibited fac-
torial complexity (a CMS loading) in the Nihira
(19 64) study. It is possible that Image VII which
showed a .26 loading for Ship Destination in-
volved a cognitive as well as an evaluative
ability. Image VII accounted for 5.21% of the
dommon variance whereas Image XI only ac-
counted for 2.48%; Alpha V represented 9.04%
of the common variance. (See Tables 21 and
22.)

The Nihira study also showed larger loadings
for the two referent tests on the EMR factor than
the above results. Reliability estimates (based
on a high school population in that study) were
.73 for Best Trend Name and .60 for Verbal
Analogies III whereas in the present investiga-
tion estimates were .54 and .33 respectively.24

The absence of a significant correlation be-
tween Logical Reasoning and the EMR factor
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supported previous findings (Nihira et al. ,
1964) which suggested that the logical-
evaluation factor and EMR were not the same.

F. Reasoning Factors

Alpha VI Image VI Image VIII
(Syllogistic) (Syllogistic)

9. Remembereld,
Relations 2
(MMR) .34

10. Recalled
Analogies
(MMR) .362 . 33

2

lt . Nons'ense
Syllogisms

.571(RS) .70

17. Nec.
Arith.
Oper.

34
2.

(CMS) .47 .3811

21. Verbal
Analogies
III (EMR) .282 . 25

2

2.2. Best
Trend
Name
(EMR) .252 .172

Discussion:
Alpha VI, Image VI, and Image VIII were

classified as reasoning factors. Alpha VI and
Image VI were interpreted as syllogistic-
reasoning factors primarily because Nonsense
Syllogisms exhibited substantial loadings on
these factors and, in both analyses , appeared
as a relatively pure measure of said factors.
Necessary Arithmetic Operations displayed its
largest correlation (.47) with Alpha VI but a
communality of .50 and factorial complexity
(Alpha I and II) detracted from its role as a
construct identifier.

The two image factors (VI and, VIII) appeared
to isolate components of variance coalesced on
Alpha VI. Alpha VI with a variance of 1.28 ac-
counted for 11.26% of the common variance
and 5.82% of the total variance whereas the
corresponding figures for Image VI and Image .

VIII were . 89 , 7..37% , 4 . 04% , and . 40 , 3 . 34% ,

1 . 83% , respectively..

24It has been shown that a factor loading is a
function of the square root of the variable's
reliability; i.e., as reliability decreases ,
loadings also decrease proportionately
(Guilford and Michael, 1950).
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The appearance of secondary loadings for
two MMR tests suggested a relatedness of
performance on MMR tests and certain reason-
ing tests. In Recalled Analogies S was required
to supply fourth components to verbal analogies
prcvided on a study page; test items presented
third components to which S responded by writ-
ing his recalled "fourth." Number correct
scores on this test appeared dependent on cor-
rect analogy completion as well as recall.
Remembered Relations., on the other hand,
merely required S to select the relation joining
two entities according to what had been given
previously on a study page. Since "entities"
were reused in differing relations in study
items and since test items sometimes demanded
that S reverse the studied relation, it is plausi-
ble to suppose that S may have viewed the
totality of sentences studied as a, semantic
system. This supposition would permit a CMS
linking to Image VIII which correlated .34 with
Remembered Relations and .38 with Necessary
Arithmetic Oerations.

Verbal Analogies III and Best Trend Name
were included in the enumeration of variables
contributing to factor variance not because of
size of loading but mainly to emphasize the
secondary ranking of Alpha VI and Image VI
within the factorial structure of these two tests.

THE TWO SUBGROUPS

The dichotomization of the total population
described at the beginning of the chapter is
very much akin to Manley's (19 65) solver-
nonsolver .bifurcation in that classification in
both studies was based on level of perform-
ance. 25 Since only a portion of the total learn-
ing process was represented by the six stages
of the task, the labels "achievers" and "non-
achievers" were employed to indicate G

E<1 2
and GE>1

2
rather than "solvers" and "nonsolvers."

The descriptive statistics reported in Table
23 give a clearer picture of the two subgroups
than the definitions given early in the chapter.
Comparison of standard deviations of task varia-
bles for the subgroups with those given in Table
18 for the total population displays the increased
homogeneity of the two subgroups. At all six

25 Numerous methods for classifying learners
have been reported in the literature in the area
of cognitive style. Baggaley'S (1955) analytic
versus nonanalytic thinkers, Osier and Fivel's
(19 61) gradual and sudden learners, and
Woodworth's (1938) hypothesis testing and
composite photography are examples.

task stages standard deviations for subgroups
were less than those for the total population;
also standard deviations for G

E
were

< 1 2
always less than those for GE>1 2. The dis-
parity was most evident at the sixth card-sorting
stage. Variation in ability tests did not reflect
the patterns observed in task variables. Except
for Locations (whose total group standard devia-
tion was 3.58), each total group standard
deviation fell within the interval defined by the
corresponding subgroup measures. Only Pic-
ture Class Memory showed a difference in
standard deviations greater than one (difference
= 1.01). Variation in six of the ability tests
was greater for GE<1

2
than GE>

1 2;
the tests

were Recalled Analogies, Double Meanings,
Nonsense Syllogisms, Logical Reasoning, Ad-
vanced Vocabulary V-4 and V-5. The means
of ability tests were all larger for GE<12 than
GE>

1 2
except Classified Information (differ-

ence = .1). The size of differences , however,
in no way compared with task mean differences.
Since subgroup size is relatively large (N = 50
and N = 52), a mean difference as small as 1
could be significant if corresponding standard
deviations were likewise small.

Tables 24 and 25 are the intercorrelation
matrices for GE<1

2
and GE>1 2. Tables 26

and 27 present the orthogonally rotated alpha
factors for the two subgroups.

Factors from the two subgroup analyses were
discussed concurrently whenever a common
interpretation was applicable.

A. Meaningful-Memory Factors

1. Task:
Sort 1

GE
< 1 2.

G
E > 1 2'

G E > 1 2'

Alpha I Alpha II Alpha VII
(Mean- (Mean-. (Mean-
ingful ingful ingful
Mem- Mem- Mem-
ory) ory I) ory II)

.322

7. Picture
Class
Memory
(MMC) .671

8. Classified
Information
(MMC) .581

9. Remembered
Relations
(MMR) .611

. 611 293

371
.31

2

. 41
2

.4 21
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Table 23

Comparison of the Means and Standard Deviations
of Task and Test Variables for the Two Subgroups

Variable Name
and Number

Mean Standard Deviation
G

E<12
GE>12 G E<12

GE>12

1. Task: Sort 1 19.2 23.6 6.54 6.59
2. Task: Sort 2 13.6 19.8 5.96 6.75
3. Task: Sort 3 9.78 14.7 4.40 5,53
4. Task: Sort 4 9.84 17.6 5.95 6.53
5. Task: Sort 5 10.6 20.8 6.24 7.44
6. Task: Sort 6 7.2 16.9 2.50 4.11
7. Picture Class Memory 36.1 33.6 4.79 6.80
8. Classified Information 54.0 54.1 7.34 7.91
9. Remembered Relations 22.8 21.5 6.23 5.63

10. Recalled Analogies 20.1 18.6 4.83 5.13
11. Double Meanings 25.5 24.1 8.56 7.99
12. Homonyms 12.3 11.0 3.55 4.19
13. Letter Setn 23.4 22.1 2.86 3.29
14. Locations 11.6 10.1 3.51 3.53
15. Nonsense Syllogisms 18.8 17.5 4.43 4.10
16. Logical Reasoning 17.0 16.4 2.16 1.91
17. Necessary Arithmetic Operations 21.3 19.4 3.14 3.97
18. Ship Destination 14.7 12.7 2.99 3.38
19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 23.5 21.4 4.89 4.20
20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 22.0 19.8 6.07 5.30
21. Verbal Analogies III 13.6 12.6 2.13 2.43
22. Best Trend Name 16.5 15.6 1.94 2.08

GE < 12'

Alpha I
(Mean-
ingful
Mem-
ory)

GE > 12'

Alpha II
(Mean-
ingful
Mem-
ory I)

10. Recalled
Analogies
(MMR) .314

11. Double
Meanings
(MMT) .72 1

12. Homonyms
1

(MMT) .50 .74 1

13. Letter Sets
(I) .313 .452

14. Locations (I) 1

17. Nec. Arith.
Oper. (CMS) .35 1

18. Ship Destina-
tion (CMS) .41 1 .69 1

22. Best Trend
Name (EMR)

42

. 302

GE > 12'-

Alpha VII
(Mean-
ingful
Mem-
ory II)

. 392

.262

Discussion:
The above three factors isolated in the two

subgroup analyses were interpreted as mean-
ingful-memory factors. The labels "meaningful-
memory I" and "meaningful-memory II" were
employed to differentiate between the two fac-
tors extracted in the GE

>
analysis.

Alpha I (GE
<

3.2) loaded on all memory tests

except Recalled Analogies. For the achievers,
successful performance on this test appeared
related to abilities other than memory (see
Alpha V for GE

<
3.2). Two reasoning tests also

correlated substantially with the factor. That
a small portion of the variance of Letter Sets
was accounted for by a meaningful-memory
ability does not seem unreasonable; in order
to choose from five given sets of four letters
each that set which does not belong, S must
remember the characteristics shared by four of
the letter sets. Had S been required instead
to study these items first and then on a test
page mark similar sets of letters according to
whether the "concept" had or had not occurred
on the study page, the test in this form, whose
requirements now parallel those of Picture Class
Memory, would probably be a prime identifier



Ta Me 24

Correlation Matrix of Task and Ability Variables for GE<12 (N = 50)

Variable Name
and Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Task: Sort 1 47 45 21 43 31 20 19 14 -05 27

2. Task: Sort 2 47 64 36 37 34 07 02 -06 -26 14
3. Task: Sort 3 45 64 50 56 26 04 06 -10 -10 14
4. Task: Sort 4 21 36 50 76 46 -07 08 -13 -15 -01
5. Task: Sort 5 43 37 '5'6 76 45 08 14 04 03 09

6. Task: Sort 6 31 34 26 46 45 -09 03 -09 -18 13
7. Picture Class Memory 20 07 04 -07 08 -09 48 35 29 48
8. Classified Information 19 02 06 08 14 03 48 28 23 43
9. Remembered Relations 14 -06 -10 -13 04 -09 35 28 31 51

10. Recalled Analogies -05 -26 -10 -15 03 -18 29 23 31 27

11. Double Meanings 27 14 14 -01 09 13 48 43 51 27

12. Homonyms 16 -13 -20 -29 -18 -13 28 24 36 03 39
13. Letter St4ts -11 -33 -32 -04 -05 -23 14 28 39 22 15

14. Locations -11 -18 -34 -35 -37 -22 21 1.0 09 17 13

15. Nonsense Syllogisms 10 -05 -09 -17 -02 -1 2 08 12 23 34 26
16. Logical Reasoning -14 -34 -29 -14 -28 04 16 07 09 06
17. Nec. Arith. Operations -20 -21 -31 -35 -26 -21 22 -02 45 28 25

18. Ship Destination -17 -35 -35 -35 -26 -14 32 19 44 22 27

19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 29 30 1 2 -01 11 25 -07 13 -03 16 09

20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 11 20 -03 -04 15 20 02 01 01 29 14
21. Verbal Analogies III -05 04 05 -06 01 01 -02 04 03 11 -04
22. Best Trend Name 04 -37 -08 01 11 06 -03 15 03 26 11

Variable Name
and Number 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

1. Task: Sort 1 16 -11 -11 10 -14 -20 -17 29 11 -05 04
2. Task: Sort 2 -13 -33 -18 -05 -34 -21 -35 30 20 04 -37
3. Task: Sort 3 -20 -32 -34 -09 -29 -31 -35 12 -03 05 -08
4. Task: Sort 4 -29 -04 -35 -17 -14 -35 -35 -01 -04 -06 01

S. Task:* Sort 5 -18 -05 -37 -02 -16 -26 -26 11 15 01 11

6. Task: Sort 6 -13 -23 -22 -1 2 -28 -21 -1 4 25 20 01 06
y. Picture Class Memory 28 14 21 08 04 22 32 -07 02 -02 -03
8. Classified Information 24 28 10 1 2 16 -02 19 13 01 04 15

9. Remembered Relations 36 39 09 23 07 45 44 -03 01 03 03
10. Recalled Analogies 03 22 17 34 09 28 22 16 29 11 26
11. Double Meanings 39 15 13 26 06 25 27 09 14 -04 11

12. Homonyms 33 27 23 26 11 29 25 22 03 11

13. Letter Sets 33 37 23 44 32 33 -04 -01 04 20

14. Locations 27 37 -23 -02 26 28 -05 -02 -27 -01
15. Nonsense Syllogisms 23 23 23 35 42 24 31 39 13 27

16. Logical Reasoning 26 44 -02 35 08 17 10 19 00 18
17. Nec. Arith. Operations 11 32 26 42 08 35 -23 01 10 11

18. Ship Destination 29 33 28 24 17 35 -01 01 09 17
19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 25 -04 -05 31 10 -23 -01 75 28 10
20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 22 -01 -02 39 19 01 01 75 21 14
21. Verbal Analogies III 03 04 -27 13 00 10 09 28 21 24
22. Best Trend Name 11 20 -01 27 18 11 17 10 14 24

NOTE.- Decimal points omitted
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Table 25

Correlation Matrix of Task and Ability Variables for GE>12 (N 52)

Variable
Name and Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Task: Sort 1 51 41 36 40 25 -13 -16 -32 -08 -09
2. Task: Sort 2 51 38 25 29 24 -1 2 -26 -38 -09 -1 6
3. Task: Sort 3 41 38 52 32 52 -17 -13 -31 -27 -26
4. Task: Sort 4 36 25 52 63 49 -39 -24 -22 -38 -18
5. Task: Sort 5 40 29 32 63 52 -31 -11 -19 -25 -11
6. Task: Sort 6 25 24 52 49 52 -29 -11 -50 -39 -25
7. Picture Class Memory -13 -1 2 -17 -39 -31 -29 47 52 56 29
8. Classified Information -16 -26 -13 -24 -11 -11 47 36 24 32
9. Remembered Relations -32 -38 -31 -22 -19 -50 52 36 28 43

10. Recalled Analogies -08 -09 -27 -38 -25 -39 56 24 28 43
11. Doulo'a Meanings -09 -16 -26 -18 -11 -25 29 32 43 43
1 2. Homonyms -44 -08 -04 -13 -23 -33 56 33 46 40 34
13. Letter Sets 08 -02 -01 -08 -09 -13 26 07 06 36 07
14. Locations -00 -03 05 -09 -08 -10 30 23 14 33 27
15. Nonsense Syllogisms 04 04 08 -24 -19 -00 27 04 -05 31 17
16. Logical Reasoning -19 -10 -17 -15 -04 -21 17 -05 10 41 -09
17. Nec. Arith. Operations -32 -27 -22 -27 -18 -30 30 17 32 37 39
18. Ship Destination -14 -14 -01 -14 -19 -20 40 19 32 28 -04
19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 -22 -21 01 -03 -15 -12 15 17 27 21 17
20, Advanced Vocabulary V-5 -20 -10 -00 -02 -08 -11 11 09 01 22 10
21. Verbal Analogies III -32 -36 -21 -26 -30 -13 24 26 18 32 12
22. Best Trend Name -29 -30 -27 -31 -17 -15 31 20 29 18 16

Variable
Name and Number 1 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

1. Task: Sort 1 -14 08 -00 04 -19 -32 -14 -22 -20 -32 -29
2. Task: Sort 2 -08 -02 -03 04 -10 -27 -14 -21 -10 -36 -30
3. Task: Sort 3 -04 -01 05 08 -17 -22 -01 01 -00 -21 -.27
4. Task: Sort 4 -13 -08 -09 -24 -15 -27 -14 -03 -02 -26 -31
5. Task: Sort 5 -23 -09 -08 -19 -04 -18 -19 -15 -08 -30 -17
6. Task: Sort 6 -33 -13 -10 -00 -21 -30 -20 -12 -11 -13 -15
7. Picture Class Memory 56 26 30 27 17 30 40 15 11 24 31
8. Classified Information 33 07 23 04 -05 17 19 17 09 26 20
9. Remembered Relations 46 06 14 -05 10 32 32 27 01 18 29

10. Recalled Analogies 40 36 33 31 41 37 28 21 22 32 18
11. Double Meanings 34 07 27 17 -09 39 -04 17 10 1 2 16
1 2. Homonyms 43 51 13 03 40 43 11 01 28 27
13. Letter Sets 43 45 1 4 37 34 35 -22 -02 14 04
14. Locations 51 45 23 20 41 40 -1 6 02 15 19
15. Nonsense Syllogisms 13 14 23 16 31 11 07 19 42 14
1 6. Logical Reasoning 03 37 20 16 23 15 -02 05 18 06
17. Nec. Arith. Operations 40 34 41 31 23 32 09 12 39 34
18. Ship Destination 43 35 40 11 15 32 14 15 17 37
19. Advanced Vocabulary V-4 11 -22 -1 6 07 -02 09 14 70 15 22
20. Advanced Vocabulary V-5 01 -02 02 19 05 1 2 15 70 17 28
21. Verbal Analogies III 28 14 15 42 18 39 17 15 17 28
22. Best ....end Name 27 04 19 14 06 34 37 22 28 28

NOTE. Decimal points omitted
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Table 26

Alpha Factor Analysis, Rotated Factor Matrix
Subgroup GE<12

(N = 50)

Variable Name
and Number IV V VI VII h

2

1. Task: Sort 1 32 41 25 27 -12 02 -09 42

2. Task: Sort 2 07 40 25 78 -07 -07 -23 90

3. Task: Sort 3 06 60 03 41 -07 -20 -16 60

4. Task: Sort 4 -09 85 -11 -01 -15 -01 00 76

J. Task: Sort 5 09 69 0 6 00 02 -09 -05 82

6. Task: Sort 6 00 45 22 -02 -20 -01 -32 40

7. Picture Class Memory 67 -01 -07 07 13 05 -02 48

8. Classified Information 58 1 6 04 -13 -04 -01 14 41

9. Remembered Relations 61 -07 -06 -0 2 35 -02 06 51

10. Recalled Analogies 25 -03 15 -25 43 -04 04 34

11. Double Meanings 72 11 14 04 18 07 -05 59

12. Homonyms 50 -27 28 -04 -10 11 24 48

13. Letter Sets 31 -09 -04 -32 20 15 45 48

14. Locations 19 -33 06 -13 18 65 02 62

15. Nonsense Syllogisms 14 -03 42 -08 53 04 26 56

1 6. Logical Reasoning 06 -13 13 -16 03 -03 82 73

17. Nec. Arith. Operations 19 -29 -11 -08 69 01 01 62

18. Ship Destination 41 -34 -00 -30 21 01 04 43

19. Adv. Vocabulary V-4 07 06 9 2 04 -11 -14 01 88

20. Adv. Vocabulary V-5 -00 05 79 -03 18 -07 04 66

21. Verbal Analogies III 01 -05 21 -14 11 -53 -02 36

22. Best Trend Name 08 11 19 -51 14 -) 7 09 37

NOTE.- Decimal points omitted

Variances 2.50 2.89 ..07 1.46 1.41 .86 1 . 24

Percent of Total Variance 11.34 13.12 9.42 6.63 6.41 3.91 5.63
Percent of Common Variance 20.08 23.24 16.68 11.74 11.36 6.93 9.97
Common Variance = 12.42

for Alpha I. Ship Destination showed its high-
est loading on Alpha I; the factor accounted
for 17% of the test's variance. The positive
relationship between meaningful-memory ability
and successful performance on the test was ex-
hibited for the first time in the present investi-
gation. The remaining significant contributor
to Alpha I variance was the first card-sorting
stage whose .32 loading expressed a negative
correlation with the factor.

For nonachievers, memory tests correlated
substantially with two factors. Alpha VII,
PAbeled "meaningful-memory II," was identi-
fied by Double Meanings (.81) and Remembered
Relations (.42). No attempt was made to assign
either of the two SI model interpretations to the
factor since the recommended correlative tests
for MMR and MMT appeared on Alpha II (labeled
'meaningful-memory I"). The combination of

variables contributing to Alpha II's variance
was considered one of the most important find-

ings of the investigation. The factor exhibited
highest loadings for three memory tests and
three reasoning tests. That the factor was not
interpreted as a reasoning ability stemmed from
the relationships observed on Alpha I for
achievers; i.e., a relatively small portion of
the variance of two reasoning tests was ac-
counted for by a meaningful-memory ability for
a group of Ss whose mean scores on the ability
tests (see Table 23) indicated better perform-
ance. In light of this interpretation, Ship Des-
tination which had almost 50% of its variance
accounted for by the factor appeared to measure
a memory rather than a reasoning ability for
nonachievers.

B. Within Task Factors

1, Task: Sort 1

GGE < .1 2' E > 12'
Alpha II AlpiTa I

.411
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Table 27

Alpha Factor Analysis, Rotated Factor Matrik,
Subgroup

E>12
(N = 52)

Variable Name
and Number II IV V VI WI h

2

1. Task: Sort 1 26 -02 -14 -06 67 01 02 54
2. Task: Sort 2 15 -07 -06 00 69 02 -10 52
3. Task: Sort 3 50 11 06 -17 45 12 -24 56
4. Task: Jort 4 77 -10 04 -02 24 -23 -07 73
5. Task: Sort 5 68 -14 -04 02 21 -16 06 55
6. Task: Sort 6 64 -15 -08 -27 15 20 -22 62
7. Picture Class Memory -35 61 13 02 -02 12 29 62
8. Classified Information -11 37 07 -18 -20 06 31 32
9. Remembered Relations -25 41 12 00 -34 -28 42 61

10. Recalled Analogies -34 31 22 48 06 23 39 70
11. Double Meanings -07 15 05 00 -10 11 81 7.
12. Homonyms -11 74 -01 08 -06 05 26 64
13. Letter Sets 01 45 -18 52 07 11 Al 53
14. Locations 08 57 -14 27 -02 21 14 49
15. Nonsense Syllogisms -10 1 2 11 13 06 73 06 60
16. Logical Reasoning -11 06 02 63 -11 07 -06 44
17. Nec. Arith. Operations -06 35 02 32 -.37 27 24 50
18. Ship Destination -08 69 1 6 16 -15 -01 -21 59
19. Adv. Vocabulary V-4 -05 03 92 -11 -14 -03 12 90
20. Adv. Vocabulary V-5 01 04 74 07 -11 1 6 -00 59
21. Verbal Analogies III -14 18 09 08 -42 47 08 46
22. Best Trend Name -12 30 21 00 -39 12 04 32

NOTE.- Decimal points omitted

Variances 2.21 2.68 1.65 1.30 1.97 1 . 23 1.51
Percent of Total Variance 10.03 12.19 7.52 5.89 8.94 5.58 6.84
Percent of Common Variance 17.60 21.39 13.19 10.33 15.69 9.79 12.01
Common Variance 12.54

GE < 12' GE > 12'
Alpha II Alpli-a I

2. Task: Sort 2 .402

3. Task: Sort 3 .60 1 .50 1

4. Task: Sort 4 .851 771

5. Task: Sort 5 .891 .681

6. Task: Sort 6 . 451 .641

7. Picture Class
Memory (MMC) - 352

10. Recalled
Analogies (MMR) -.343

14. Locations (I) -.332
17. N. Arith.

Oper. (CMS) -.292
18. Ship Destination

(CMS) -.342
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Discussion:
This factor (in both groups) was identified

as one of the task factors. It was describe0
earlier as an ability to respond to a collection
of items as a whole or class. A discriminating
element between the two groups was the point
in the learning process where the construct
first appeared important. Achievers apparently
used the ability when sorting cards as early as
the first stage. Nonachievers did not begin to
respond to sets of items as classes or wholes
uatil the third stage.

The significant loadings of reasoning tests
on the factor for achievers as compared with
memory tests for nonachievers was considered
one of the major findings of the investigation.
In the GE < 12 analysis, the factor accounted
for 11% of the variance for Locations, 8% for
Necessary Arithmetic Operations, and 12% for
Ship Destination; in the GE > 12 analysis,



12% of the variance of both Picture Class Mem-
ory and Recalled Analogies was explained by
the factor.

C. Verbal Comprehension (CMU) Factors

15. Nonsense
Syllogisms (RS)

19. Adv, Vocabulary
V-4 (CMU)

20, Adv. Vocabulary
V-5 (CMU)

GE < 1 2'
GE > 1 2'

Alpha III Alpira III

. 422

.921

.791

.9 21

741

Discussion:
The verbal comprehension factor was identi-

fied in both analyses by Advanced Vocabulary
V-4 and Advanced Vocabulary V-5. The .42
loading of Nonsense Syllogisms for achievers
paralleled the .49 loading for Manley's (1965)
solvers for the same test on the verbal factor
identified in that study; the nonsolver loading
was .05 as compared to .13 for GE > 1 2'

D. Early Task Factors (EMR)

1. Task: Sort 1
2. Task: Sort 2
3. Task: Sort 3

9. Remembered
Relations (MMR)

13. Letter Sets (I)
17. Nec. Arith.

Oper. (CMS)

GE < 1 2'
Alpha IV

.273

.781

.412

-.322

18. Ship Destination
(CMS) - .303

21. Verbal Analogies
III (EMR)

22. Best Trend Name
(EMR) . 511

GE > 12:
AlpIra V

.671

.691

. 452

-.343

-.371

- . 422

-.391

Discus sion:
Both analyses isolated a factor which loaded

substantially on early task variables. The fac-
tor was interpreted as an ability to make multi-
ple discriminations. The interpretation was
considered in harmony with Guilford's EMR.

Achievers showed only a tertiary loading on
the factor for the first card-soft as compared

to the primary loading for nonachievers . In
accord with the multiple-d.scrimination inter-
pretation, achievers apparently viewed stimu-
lus sentences as belonging or not belonging to
the whole defined by the first postulate; proba-
bly little attention was given to sentences at
this point as specifics. The greatly increased
loading at the second phase suggested that
achievers began responding to stimulus sen-
tences as separate entities which had to be
discriminated from each other. Examination of
task-variable loadings on Alpha II, the cate-
gorizing or classifying ability, suggested that
achievers were primarily concerned with wholes
or classes throughout all six stages and appar-
ently discriminated among and categorized sen-
tences simultaneously at the second and third
stages. Nonachievers, on the other hand,
appeared to employ the abilities disjointedly.
Alpha V (GE > 1 2)

correlated highly with early

task variables whereas the within task factor
(Alpha I) showed only small loadings on the
first two card-sorting stages. Thereafter Alpha
I was the prime contributor to task variable
variances .

The two EMR tests, Verbal Analogies III and
Best Trend Name, loaded -.42 and -.39 respec-
tively on Alpha V (GE > 1 2). Only Best Trend

Name showed a significant loading on the cor-
responding factor for achievers.

Several reasoning tests and one memory
test exhibited loadings greater than or equal
to .30 (in absolute value). In the GE < 1 2
analysis, Letter Sets and Ship Destination cor-
related -.32 and -.30 respectively with the
factor; in the GE > 1 2

analysis , Remembered

Relations and Necessary Arithmetic Operations
correlated -.34 and -.37 respectively. Nega-
tive correlations represented positive relation-
ships.

E. Reasoning Factors (CMS and CMR)

9. Remembered
Relations (MMR)

10. Recalled
Analogies

GE < 1 2'
GE > 1 2'

Alpha V Alpira VI
(CMS) (CMR)

. 352

.(MMR) 431

15. Nonsense
Syllogisms (RS)

17. Nec. Arith.
Oper. (CMS)

.531 .731

.691 .274
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21. Verbal Analogies
III (EMR)

GE < 12' GE > 12'
Alpha V AILVI
(CMS) (CMR)

.471

Discus sion:
The only observable link between Alpha V

(GE
< 12)

and Alpha VI (GE > 12) was the con-

tribution of Nonsense Syllogisms to factor vari-
ances . A similar factor extracted in the alpha
analysis of the total population was labeled
"syllogistic-reasoning" primarily because of
Nonsense Syllogisms' loading.

Alpha V (GE
< 12) was interpreted as

GuilforcPs CMS. Necessary Arithmetic Opera-
tions exhibited its highest loading on the fac-
tor. Forty-nine percent of the test's variance
was explained by Alpha V whereas only 13% was
accounted for ,by the remaining six factors.
Under the CMS interpretation, the loadings of
Remembered Relations and Recalled Analogies
suggested that achievers might first employ a
cognizing ability in order to place (or recognize
the position of) the test item within the "sys-
tem" or complex structure studied on a previous
page and then attempt to correctly recall spe-
cific information.

Alpha VI (GE > 12) was isolated by NonsenSe

Syllogisms (.73) and Verbal Analogies III (.47).
The hypothetical construct associated with the
factor was Guilford's CMR. The SI model de-
fines CMR as

the ability to see relations between ideas or
meanings of words [Guilford and Hoepfner,
1966, p. 6].

Verbal-analogy tests have typically been em-
ployed to measure CMR. Verbal AnalogIII,
however, was constructed such that cognition
of the relation between first and second com-
ponents was relatively easy, the difficulty be-
ing embedded in selecting the "best" fourth
component. It was thought that nonachievers
experienced difficulty in seeing some of the
relations as well as in properly evaluating given
fourth components. CMR (Alpha VI) explained
this portion of the test's variance.

Nonsense Syllogisms apparently measured
different constructs in the two subgroups. A
possible explanation is that achievers recog-
nized test items as either logically valid or
logically invalid systems whereas for non-
achievers comprehension of the relations in-
volved in any one item was necessary for suc-
cessful performance.
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F. Reasoning Factors (Deductive)

6. Task: Sort 6
10. Recalled

Analogies (MMR)

13. Letter Sets (I)
16. Logical Reasoning

(RS)

17. Nec. Arith.
Oper. (CMS)

GE < 12'
Alpha VII

GE > 12"
Al I-Ta IV

-.322

.451

.821

- . 272

.481

.521

.631

. 323

Discussion:
Letter Sets and Logical Reasoning identified

a factor in each analysis which was interpreted
as a deductive-reasoning factor. Logical Rea-
soning emerged as a relatively pure measure of
the factor in each analysis. In the GE < 12
analysis, the factor loading was .82 as com-
pared with a .73 communality; in the GE > 12
analysis , factor correlation was .63, commu-
nality, .44.

A similar alignment of Letter Sets and Logi-
cal Reasoning occurred in the Manley (1965)
study. Primary loadings of .40 for Letter Sets
and .50 for Logical Reasoning on a factor la-
beled "general reasoning" were reported for the
solver-analysis. Two concept attainment tasks
also exhibited highest loadings on that factor.

Alpha IV (GE
> 12)

accounted for 23% of the
MIMED

variance of Recalled Analogies which suggested
that nonachievers probably had more difficulty
completing the analogy correctly than recalling
the fourth component. Recall that the test cor-
related .31 and .39 with two factors (Alpha II
and VII) interpreted as meaningful-memory fac-
tors.

The secondary loadings for the sixth card-
sorting stage permitted the conclusion that the
ability represented by Letter Sets and Logical
Reasoning is related to successful performance
on the learning task employed in this investi-
gation.

G. Uninterpreted Factor

GE 12:

14. Locations (I) .651

21. Verbal Analogies
III (EMR) -.531

GPO 01102.4181 -4



Discussion:
Bipolarity was displayed on Alpha VI (GE <1 2)

by loadings of two ability tests. The factor ac-
counted for only 6.93% of the common variance
and 3.91% of the total variance. Although
classified as "uninterpretable," the factor
merits discussion.

If the factor be associated with an inductive-
reasoning ability, it can be concluded that for
the achievers performance on Verbal Analogies
III is inversely related to the ability. Upon
examining the relationships of Verbal Analogies
III and Locations with the other variables (see
Tables 24 and 25) marked differences were ob-
served between the two subgroups. For achievers
Verbal Analogies III correlated near zero with all
variables except Locations (-. 27) , Advanced
Vocabulary V-4 (.28), Advanced Vocabulary
V-5 (.21), and Best Trend Name (.24). For
nonachievers all correlations expressed posi-
tive relationships; only seven of the coeffi-
cients were less than .20 in absolute value.
For Locations the most obvious disparity be-
tween subgroups lay in correlations with task
variables . For achievers a positive relation-
ship existed between the test and six phases
of the task; three coefficients fell in the .30
to .40 range (in absolute value). The same
six coefficients were near zero for nonachievers .

GENERAL DISCUSSION

One of the major goals of the study was to
isolate and describe theoretical constructs that
were being measured by the learning task. Re-
classification of the common variation of 22
variables by alpha factor analysis for the total
population and two subgroups yielded two task-
related factors in each case.

The within task factor was thought to be a
classifying or categorizing ability. Employ-
ment of the ability meant that S was aware of
and made his response to the whole or class
to which the stimulus belonged. The factor
was considered analogous to Reasoning III, a
hypothesized (but not isolated) classifying
ability of the Green et al. (1953) study. Re-
sults of that study indicated that classification
tests had little of their variance explained by
reasoning factors except for the general-
reasoning factor to which the authors commented,

and this is probably true only when the
classifying task becomes difficult [p. 157]."

The early task factor was identified as an
ability to make multiple discriminations; the
latter interpretation was considered in harmony
with Guilford's EMR whose referent tests loaded
on the factor.

The pattern of loadings on each task factor
were thought indicative of occurrences of mul-
tiple discrimination learning and concept learn-
ing as defined by Gagne (19 65). The six pos-
tulates of the learning task were viewed as
instructions which "are part of the conditions
of learning but not part of what is learning
[Gagne, 1965, p. 90]." For both types of
learning Gagne listed reinforcement as a nec-
essary condition of learning; in the learning
task the postulates were thought to function in
two ways: 1) to provide infornfation for sub-
sequent card-sorts and 2) to serve as feedback
agents following an arbitrary card-sort. It is
also possible that the postulates served as
discriminative stimuli and/or positive rein-
forcers hi s r links mediated between the
stimulus sentence and overt response (yes or
no). But even in this role postulates become
verbal instructions, self-administered; in the
Gagneian sense, they are part of the conditions
of learning.

The factors identified as reasoning abilities
appeared the least clearly defined. Reference
tests for the factors tended to be factorially
complex. In the alpha analysis of the total
population, the factorial structures of Letter
Sets, Nonsense Syllogisms, and Logical Rea-
soning were simple; only 26% of the variance
of Logical Reasoning, however, was explained.
In the GE<1

2
analysis, Logical Reasoning and

Necessary Arithmetic Operations were relatively
pure measures of the factors they identified.
In the GE>1

2
analysis, simple structures were

exhibited by Locations, Nonsense Syllogisms,
Logical Reasoning, and Ship Destination.

Examination of the factorial structures of
Necessary Arithmetic Operations and Ship Des-
tination offered insight to psychological con-
structs measured by the tests. In the total
population (Table 21) both tests showed simi-
lar portions of variance accounted for by the
meaningful-memory and within-task factors.
Neither test loaded substantially on the verbal
comprehension and early task factors. The
principal difference was observed in the rea-
soning factor loadings, Necessary Arithmetic
Operations relating with an induction factor,
Ship Destination with syllogistic reasoning.
Only 37% of the variance of the latter test was
accounted for by alpha factors. In the GE >1 2
analysis, the twce tests showed their only
alignment on a meaningful-memory factor; in
GE<1

2
analysis, on the within task factor.

One of the major differences in the two sub-
group analyses was the factor components con-
tributing to memory-test variances. Tables 26
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and 27 clearly display the contrasting (simple
versus complex) structures. The average corn-
munalities of memory tests in the GE<1

2
and

GE>1
2

analyses were .47 and .60 respectively.

Although several memory tests loaded on the
within task factor for nonachievers, the factorial
structure of task variables did not exhibit strong
correlations with memory factors in any of the
factor analyses. A probable explanation is that
in the memory tests S was asked to recall mean-

ingful but unrelated bits (or items) of information;
the successful S probably employed associative
techniques (within the "system" or totality of
studied items) to facilitate recall. Stimulus
sentences in the learning task are not unrelated
bits of information. The nature of the task de-
mands that S comprehend and recall relevant
information given in the postulates. The forced
relatedness of "bits of information" in the task
stands somewhat in contrast to the independence
of memory-test items.



V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the investigation was to ex-
amine in the laboratory the type of learning
commonly found in the school situationthe
formalized acquisition of concepts. A verbal
concept-learning task suitable for college stu-
dents was devised which permitted the external-
izing and quantifying of behavior at six points
in the learning process.

A preliminary study investigated the effects
of feedback and postulate-availability condi-
tions over six stages of learning. Four experi-
mental conditions were symbolized and defined
as follows:

P
+

F , postulates available, no feedback;-
P+F+, postulates available, feedback;

P F , postulates removed, no feedback;

P F
+

, postulates removed, feedback.-
Results indicated that the two learning curves
associated with the two levels of feedback
could be considered identical in shape but not
coincident, that learning curves corresponding
to the two levels of the postulate factor were
coincident, and that although the four learning
curves corresponding to the four experimental
conditions were identical in shape, at least
one pair was not coincident. A trend analysis
provided statistical support for suspected
linear and cubic trends.

After only minor revisions, the learning task
was administered to the population selected for
the factor-analytic study. The experimental
condition described as "postulates removed,
no feedback" exhibited results sufficiently
indicative of the learning phenomenon to per-
mit its use in the planned factor-analytic
investigation. Exploring learning behavior
stripped of externally applied feedback26 was
a prime goal of the study.

26By " externally applied feedback" is meant
feedback which is administered to S; informing

Utilizing communalities obtainedfrom the
subsequent factor analysis as lower-bound
estimates of task-variable reliabilities permit-
ted examination of the relationship between
observed gain and true gain. Results, how-
ever, must be regarded as conservative (i.e. ,
they are at least this good if not better) be-
cause of the reliability estimates employed.
Reliabilities for observed change were all less
than .50; the smallest (.03) occurred for dif-
ferences between the fourth and fifth card-
sorts , the largest (.49) between the fifth and
sixth. The average reliability was .31. Esti-
mated correlations between observed and true
change ranged from .17 to .70; the coefficient
corresponding to first and sixth card-sort dif-
ferences was .58, to fifth and sixth, .70. It
was also sho,^7n that, although some Ss ex-
hibited an observed "loss" (increased total
error score) between the first and sixth card-
sorts , true differences were all "gains."

Sixteen ability tests purporting to measure
reasoning, memory, and verbal factors com-
prised the test battery. Selection was based
on a logical analysis of test and task require-
ments and the results and recommendations of
previous research. The names of tests and
associated factors are as follows:

Picture Class Memory
Classified Information

Remembered Relations
Recalled Analogies

Double Meanings
Homonyms

MMC:

MMR:

MMT:

Memory for
semantic
classes
Memory for
semantic
relations
Memory for
semantic
transforma-
tions

S when he is right or wrong or both is an exam-
plc. The postulates (and the stimulus sen-
tences) were thought to function as internal-
type feedback; i.e. , the corrective-power of
any postulate was dependent on S's use of it.
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Letter Sets
Locations

Nonsense Syllogisms
Logical Reasoning

Necessary Arithmetic
Operations

Ship Destination

Verbal Analogies III
Best Trend Name

RS:

CMS:

EMR:

Advanced Vocabulary V-4 CMU:
Advanced Vocabulary V-5

Induction

Syllogistic
reasoning

Cognition
of semantic
classes
Evaluation
of semantic
relations
Cognition
of semantic
units

The 22 measures obtained on the 102 college
females who completed the entire testing pro-
gram were of two types: (1) total erfor scores
for learning task variables and (2) total number
correct scores for ability tests. Hence, a posi-
tive relationship between a task and test vari-
able was indicated by a negative correlation
coefficient. Likewise, when loadings of task
and test variables on an arbitrary factor ex-
hibited opposing signs , a positive relationship
between factor and variables was implied.

Four factor analyses were reported. Data
for the total group (N = 102) were analyzed by
both alpha factor analysis and factor analytic
techniques which yield results comparable to
an incomplete image analysis (i.e. , for the
first m factors where m is Guttman's "strong"
lower bound for the number of common factors).
Only alpha factor analyses were reported for
two subgroups symbolized and defined as:

GE < 12"
(Achievers) the set of all subjects

achieving a total error score less than 12 at
the sixth card-sorting stage. (N = 50)

(Nonachievers) the set of all subjectsGE > 12*
whose total error score at the sixth card-sort
was greater than or equal to 12. (N 52)

The derived orthogonal solutions were all ob-
tained by Kaiser's (1958) normal varimax rota-
tion procedure. Six alpha and 12 image factors
were extracted and rotated in the total popula-
tion analyses, 7 alpha factors in each subgroup
analysis.

In the analyses of the total population six
areas of cognitive ability were associated with
mathematically deduced factors in an attempt
to explain sources of common variance. These
abilities were identified as meaningful memory,
multiple discrimination (also, Guilford's EMR),
a classifying or categorizing ability, verbal
comprehension (also, Guilford's CMU), induc-
tion, and syllogistic reasoning.

Within the subgroup analyses factors were
isolated which appeared to correspond suffi-
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ciently to permit univocal interpretation. Such
cognitive areas were verbal comprehension,
multiple discrimination., classification (ability
to categorize), and meaningful memory. Two
factors in the GE>12 analysis were assigned
meaningful-memory status as compared to one
factor in the GE<12 analysis. Reasoning fac-
tors were less clearly defined and test align-
ments on isolated factors in all three alpha
analyses (total group, GE< 12' and GE >12)

differed.
identified
deduction
tors were
deduction

For nonachievers reasoning tests
two factors, Guilford's CMR and
for achievers the corresponding fac-
interpreted as Guilford's CMS and
. In the G analysis one factor

E <12
was not interpreted because of bipolarity.

Results are discussed in terms of the three
objectives (reformulated as questions) of the
factor analytic study cited in Chapter I.

I. What intellectual abilities are associated with or
dissociated from successful performance on the
concept learning task?

In all analyses task variables clearly iso-
lated two factors. Signifcant loadings of EMR
tests on the early task factor together with a
logical analysis of test and early task require-
ments suggested that an ability to make multi-
ple discriminations was associated with suc-
cessful task performance. The within task
factor was defined as an ability to respond to
items as a whole or class. In the analysis of
the total population, the two CMS tests, Nec-
essary Arithmetic Operations and Ship Destina-
tion, helped identify the factor.

Overall results and interpretations of the
factor analyses suggested that the occurrence
of learning might be expressed concretely in
terms of patterns of factor loadings. Gagne's
hierarchically structured "conditions of learn-
ing" appear readily adaptable to such phenomena
(patterns of loadings) observed on factors identi-
fied by sequentially sampled learning task mea-
sures. For the task employed in the present
research, the two extracted task-related fac-
tors together with the increasing-decreasing
fpattern of loadings were interpreted as objec-
tive evidence of multiplediscrimination learn-
ing and concept learning.

Except foz the verbal comprehension factor
which was not associated with successful task
performance as predicted, the remaining con-
jectures offered in Chapter II with respect to
relatedness of task performance and factors
isolated by ability tests were not supported.
Separate subgroup analyses, however, revealed
important differences in ability test contributions
to task-factor variances.



2. What are the similarities and/or differences in the

factorial structure of the learning task at successive
stages of proficiency?

In the total population (alpha analysis) all
task variables loaded significantly on the
within task factor; only the first two phases
correlated substantially with EMR. Loadings
on the remaining factors appeared trivial.

For achievers the first task phase exhibited
a negative relation with the meaningful-memory
factor. The .41 loading on the within task
factor as compared to a .27 loading on EMR
suggested that achievers viewed stimulus sen-
tences in terms of class membership (as defined
by postulate 1) and did not discriminate between
them (sentences). The nonachiever analysis
showed only EMR as major contributor to the
variance of the first phase. At the second card-
sort significant loadings were observed on the
two task factors for achievers but only on EMR
for nonachievers. The third phase in both analy-
ses showed major loadings on both task factors .
Nonachievers also exhibited a positive correla-
tion (.24 in absolute value) with a meaningful-
memory factor. The fourth and fifth card-sorts
in both analyses correlated substantially with
only one factor, namely, the within task or
classification factor. The factorial structure
of the sixth card-sort for achievers was marked
by two significant loadings, one on the within
task factor and the other on deductive reasoning.
The same stage for nonachievers also exhibited
a major loading on Lhe within task factor and a
-.27 loading (a positive correlation) with a
deductive-reasoning factor.

3. What are the major findings in comparing the two
subgroup analyses?

A comparison of the two task factors for
achievers and nonachievers uncovered a differ-
entiating element which suggests important im-
plications for learning. Achievers were simul-
taneously involved in stimulus discrimination
and stimulus generalization during early task
stages. Postulates were considered to be
sources of feedback as well as providers of
information for card sorting. Succeeding stimu-
lus sentences (in particular, during the first
card-sort) were thought to function as reinforcers
for categorizing responses to earlier appearing
sentences. Nonachievers appeared to employ
the abilities discretely. These Ss responded
to stimulus sentences as individual entities
during early task stages. Grouping or classi-
fying did not appear until the third sorting stage.

Ability tests also related differentially to task
factors. For achievers reasoning tests loaded on
both task factors. For nonachievers task factors
showed correlations with memory tests.

Another major difference between the two
subgroup analyses was the factorial structure
of memory tests. Two factors were isolated by
memory tests in the GE >12 analysis as com-

pared to one in the GE<12 analysis. For non-

achievers performance on certain reasoning tests
was associated with a meaningful-memory ability.

Finally, factors isolated by reasoning tests
showed the least correspondence in the two
analyses . Apparently reasoning tests measure
different constructs for achievers and non-
achievers .

Before stating the major conclusions of the
investigation, several points are worthy of
comment;

1. Of the 1 6 ability tests, scores on only 2

(Advanced Vocabulary V-4 and Advanced
Vocabulary V-5) were dependent almost com-
pletely on previous learning. Scores on all
other tests were determined by S's actual per-
formance on a task; e.g. , a typical memory
test required S to study given items of infor-
mation, recall of which was measured by sub-
sequent testing.
2. Ship Destination for the first time in the
literature and in both subgroup analyses exhib-
ited its primary loading on a meaningful-memory
factor.
3. The CMS tests, Necessary Arithmetic Oper-
ations and Ship_Ilestialtion, did not emerge as
pure measures of any one factor. Test align-
ment was observed on meaningful-memory and
classification factors.
4. Nonsense Syllogisms displayed a signifi-
cant loading on the verbal comprehension factor
in the GE<

1 2
analysis; a similar relationship

was reported by Manley (1965) for the solver
subgroup.

The conclusions which follow are specific
to this study. The phrases "the subjects in
this investigation" and "the task and tests
employed in this study" are understood to
apply in each case. It was concluded that;

1. The psychological constructs underlying
the learning task are an ability to make multi-
ple discriminations and an ability to respond
to stimulus items as representatives of a class
rather than as individual entities.
2. The pattern of loadings on each task factor
is evidence of an occurrence of learning; the
type of learning is specific to the learning
task and the abilities isolated by it.

Interpretation of task factors as abilities
and not specific "learning" factors makes com-
parison with other research (Duncanson, 1966;
Stake, 1961; Allison, 1960) difficult.
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3. Achievers are able to utilize task-related
abilities simultaneously; nonachievers employ
abilities disjointedly.
4. Performance on meaningful-memory tests
is positively related to a classifying ability for
nonachievers , reasoning tests for achievers.

Dunham et al. (1966) reported significant
loadings for learning measures on memory fac-
tors (MMC and MSC). For Manley's (1965)
nonsolvers, a concept learning task exhibited
high loadings on a memory factor while another
factor (identified by card sorting tasks) dis-
played a substantial loading on an inductive
reasoning test (Letter Sets). Lemke (1965) re-
ported positiVe relationships between obliquely
rotated reasoning and task factors .

5. For nonachievers successful performance
on reasoning tests is associated with a
meaningful-memory ability.

6. A verbal ability is not related to successful
performance on the learning task.

After an oblique rotation, Lemke (1965)
found positive correlations greater than .30
between the verbal comprehension factor and
two learning task factors. Manley's (1965)
nonsolvers showed a significant loading for
one of the concept learning tasks_ on a verbal
factor. Concept formation task measures in
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Duncanson's (1966) study were not related to
a verbal ability (or to any other abilities iso-
lated in that study).

The reported research revealed potential
sources of invariance in human learning. It is
recommended that future factor analytic research

1. give more attention to relevant subgroup
analyses; and
2. employ a sufficiently large N such that
each subgroup N is at least in the 80-100
range.
It is also. recommended that the learning task
devised for the present research be subjected to
further experimentation. Some suggestions are:
1. vary the type and/or number of instances
(i.e. , positive and negative) associated with
the postulates;
2. examine the effect of a "postulate-no
postulate" dimension holding constant the
given exemplars and nonexemplars.
3. subject the responses to the 50 stimulus
sentences to an item analysis;
4. impose time controls on the task; in par-
ticular investigate the effect of a "post
informative feeaback interval" dimension.
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